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IMPORTANT

THAN

my mauy year* of farm institote work I
bave been frequently
asked whether or nut a beginner in
with pure bred
should
start
dairying
animale. I bave always tried to answer
the question conservatively, taking into
account the times, the markets, the
ant^ l^e m®0· As time advances
au things change, and dairyiug of today involves many features unknown
only a few years ago. Methods that
formerly won fair success now lead to a
continual lus». We must therefore consider this question as well as many
others relating to the dairy from the
conditions existing to-day.
Dairy products are continually advancing in price; graius are higher than
ever before; the margin, although nar
row, may be in favor of the producer,
but will be there only when up-to-date
business methods are employed. I am
coming more and more to believe thai
«.be establishment of pure bred herds is
a necessity to the further building up of
the dairy interests all over the country,
and that as long as so large a proportion
of dairies are working with grade animals the depression that is seen over so
-arge a proportion of our dairy area will
continue and no new fields will be cleared for its extension.
A six-weeks-old calf in good condition
for veal will bring more at the farmer's
door to-day than tbe average year-old
that has no pedigree value. In the
iight of this fact there are few men who
will take their chances in the growing
for the year, but they will accept the
dollar in sight and take their chances of
replacing the calf sold at some future
time.
This condition will not exist in a pure
bred herd. Here the young thing, because of the inherited tendencies coming
to it through its recorded producing ancestry, will possess a value that no
butcher cau touch in hie purchases for
slaughter, and her life is saved for future
usefulness.
There is only one thing in the way of
a rapid increase in pure bred herds and
that is a lack of a full appreciation of
pedigree value among our average dairymen.
To them a cow is a cow, and
with physical type the same, they see no
choice. The pedigree value, I believe,
ranks far and away above tbe individual
value. An inferior individual of good
breeding may be of more value in a herd
than a superior individual of poor breeding. The totals of merit in tbe former
may be greater by far than in the latter,
and her offspring may, and probably
will, carry greater producing capacity
than those of the latter, because of the
liue of producing ancestry behind them.
I would therefore have our dairy teachers, particularly the agricultural press,
dwell more at length on the value of
pedigree and show by the many convinc
ing reasons near at hand that dairy success comes only to those who fully appreciate it. A complete knowledge of
engineering comes only to those who
have mastered every detail from the
ground up. The beautiful structure
that may adorn the city street stands in
its completeness only as every stone,
beam and brace has been put in proper
place. The noble characters in men and
women shine forth in power and glory
only as they bave built up a well rounded being through the proper development of every part. The dairy cow that
stands out as a producer without the
foundation of producing ancestry behind her will topple and fall, either as a
producer for short lactation periods or
for very few of them.
I
would not be misunderstood. I
would always strive for animals of individual merit. Because of the continual, consistent breeding for type and
productiveness by the founders of our
dairy breeds, there is no trouble in starting with the good individual of good
breeding. Pedigree value and individual value united make tbe perfect animal, one that will do good work during
a long life and leave behind her a progwork.
eny that will continue her good
\\ ith her and her life ·»π foundations for
our dairy herds the business will become
more popular and profitable and our
dairy products will improve. Our
dairymen will become better educated
and equipped in all that counts for true
success and citizenship aud our dairy
area enlarged by the advent of intelligent young men in the business, who
will represent one of the cornerstones of
Walker
our agricultural greatness.--B.
McKeen, Fryeburg^ Me., in Tribune
Farmer.
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An illustration which appeared in a
recent issue of the New England Homestead affords an idea of the agricultural building wbich is to be erected at
the University of Maine at Orono this
year. The last legislature made an appropriation of 150,000 for this purpose.
A competition was held and plans were
offered by nine different architects.
Those of William Hart Taylor of Boston
The general conwere finally selected.
tractor is George F.
Wilbur A Son of
Old Town.
The building is to be of Tudor style
of architecture, and is 03 χ 100 feet, and
is to be built oi red brick, granite, composite stone and slate. The basement
contains office, class room and animal
operating room for the department of
veterinary science, the laboratory for
timber testing machinery, a wood storage room and dry kiln for the department of forestry, a room in which spraying mixtures and such work can be carried on during the winter, the agricultural chemistry laboratory and apparatus room, soil physics laboratory and
apparatus room and a dark room for

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,

museum,
a
collection of agricultural implements, the bacteriological laboratory,
and the office, class room, and apparatus
room of the department of forestry.
Across the front of the building on
the third floor are found the class rooms,
office, laboratory, refrigerator and apparatus room of the department of horticulture. On this floor is also located a
large lecture hall, and opening from this
hall on either side are two drafting
rooms arranged so that they can be
made a part of the large lecture hall by
rolling partitions. The lecture hall and
the two adjoining rooms will seat about
350 people, and will be used for farmers'
gatherings wbich are too large for ordinary clans rooms. The building will
be finished throughout in oak.—New
England Homestead.
omy,
stored
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McCLURE.

On second thoughts, however, why
should he hesitate when she had
nerves steady enough to meet a ghost
■ind a will so firm that in all these
venrs she had kept the secret of her

surreptitious

There v.ar the paper he bad thrust Into his pockf t at the sound of her step
the hull bearing that "confession
Until he bad read that be would ratli•r tell her nothing.
"Will vuu wait." he begged her. and
tell
let me think it over first before
he
vou what 1 know? Believe me
added as he saw her look of d sap-

'Tt

herf

OR. PARMENTER

Farming.

Shallow tray· for onions stored Id

dry,

cool room will
condition all winter.

keep

them in

a

good

>

asleep. She was restless tonight, and it
made me late. She is usually quiet by
half past 8 at the latest."
"I shall be waiting for you here at
that time. And now I think you'd better get some rest and not stop here to
lead."
Ile held out his hand to her. "Good
night."

Without rising from the bed she laid
her slim fingers in his, and he clasped
them for an Instant as he looked down
into her eyes upraised to his. There
was something in her passionate gaze,
"pure as very fire." which set his own
pulse to bounding and which made him
feel for the first time In her presence
the full force of a fascinating personality. the charm of a most sweet womanhood.
He clasped her hand almost fiercely,
then turned away abruptly and went

H"Tn

this chamber in the email hours of th«

night
"We would not be Interrupted or in
her
any way disturbed here," she said,
eleur eye# so Innocent of any impro-

SEATED

though at times her phraseology

was

stilted, bookish and even a little melodramatic.
For the
The child. Eunice, is not ours.
gake of the moneyed reward which we
knew would undoubtedly be offered for
her recovery by her wealthy father we

stole her away from her home Her mothdied at her birth, and I, being a tr.iined
nurse, was employed by the father to
into the house and take entire
como
ûliarçe of the baby When she was a year
old I secretly married her father's secretary. whose learning and brilliant talents
attracted me almost to the point of hypnotizing me. and together we hatched the
scheme of stealing the child as a means
rut
of extracting money from the father
thwarted our wel.
an unforeseen event
il
of
our
g it
On the very night
laid plan
with the child her father was killed in a
Somehow the story got
railroad accident
out that he had his child with him. and
the mutilated body of a year-old glil v. as
actually found In the wreck and identified as Eunice by some of the servants of
in this turn of affairs Ills
the household
entire large fortune went to the half sister of Eunice's father, a single woman ol
about thirty who lived alone In \\ ash

er

1

have accompl'shed nothing
We are living here incognito on this
out of the wav Pennsylvania farm.
It Is my wish to take Eunice to her
nunt. The lady has seen the child several
times in her visits of a few days each to
her brother's home In New York, and o.
remember me as her
rourse she would
larctaker. She always seemed very foifd
I do
if Eunice, who Is her namesnUe
not believe she would d> llberately do her
the wrong of ke.ping her out of her inIf 1 do not so»n take Eunice
heritance.
to her the child will have changed past
recognition. I cannot longer endure the
1
fturd-n of the crime 1 have committed
Hut my husband will
must make amends
not lt*t me expose us both to the risk of
punishment, and he still hopes to make
He says he will
profit out of the child
tnurder me before he will let me confess
I never would have done this
our crime.
1 have been led Into it
wrong of myself
through my Insane pa?slon for this diabolically clever and conscienceless man
Tonight must decide my fate. 1 shall
either depart for Washington with the
or else 1 shall die either by my own
I leave this
or that of my husband.
confession. which 1 trust will escape my

child

hand

huctand's eye and fail into the hands of
honefet l-eipie.
K
I shall now write here every fact wlrcn
ma ν serve to restore Eunice to her rights.
which I took from m>
The sum of
employer's de-k the night 1 lied will be
found pinned to the child's clothing, to be
used in paving th«- expenses which may
oe involved In rt storing her to her sunt
or
in catc of failure to prove her dento support her until she is able to

til;.·.
tike care ol herself.

thousand dollars!" mused
"Four
Kinross, his face pale with the ex"The yearly
citement of the β tory.
interest of that sum would have more
thun paid the girl's l*>ard In this meaAnd they have made
ger household.
a slave of her. not even allowing her

bar
avenue. Washington.
ο,, 0f
Miss Wolcott can identify the child by
the two tiny mol. s on her neck just under
her left ear. for I once heard her sa>
when she had the baby on her lap that
Mr Wolcott had two moles in exactly the

[reviving

ΰϋ" &

"Your education Is dreadfully one
Aided," he said, smiling. "But take
comfort Tills Is the day for special-

ties. I i)0lleve that your knowledge ol
English at least is rather thorough."
"Would It serve me in supporting
myself?" she eagerly asked.
"Surely. The wonder to me Is thai
occult procyou have not through some
ess learned to read those Bnlzaes."
She looked at him doubtfully.
"You never even glanced into them?"

city of Washington. Eunice a Wolcott! Incredible! The foster child of
Wolcott. than
the Morniugstars a
whom a prouder race had uever developed out of that boat load of Immigrants that the Mayflower had dumpEunice was
ed on Plymouth Rock!
an heiress If her Identity could be
proved, and Miss Wolcott would own
her. lie suddenly saw. with clearness,
the plight of Miss Wolcott in this discoverv of her niece, and a cohl fear
him that there might be
some difficulty in restoring to Euulce
It would have been
her Inheritance.
difficult enough If It had been attempted at the time this confession was
made. But after all these years? ne

crept'over

a youth of eighteen when
Miss Wolcott had come Into her fortune. and he remembered well how It

had been

CHAPTER XVII.

KINROSS

rose so

}ate

next morn-

ing that the early 11 o'clock

dinner of the household served
for his breakfast
Miss Ellery and Miss Parks when
they took their places were eager to
hear of his ndventures of the night be

fore.
"Was there anything doing In the
haunted room last night?" Daisy eagerly Inquired. "And were you game,
Pete, or did you cut and run?"
"Och," exclaimed Mrs. Momingstar,
aghast, "now you didn't sleep over
there, after all, did you? I didn't hear
you make any, and you was in your
room.till (when) we got up a'ready this

morning."
"Yes," answered Pete, surreptitiously watching Eunice's face opposite him
He observed that Abe,
as he spoke.
at her side, was nearly dislocating his
eyeballs trvlug to look at her without
betraying himself by turning his head,

lier habitual manner of utter withdrawal from her surroundings was unchanged today, thdugh he fancied he
detected a quivering of her lashes as

he spoke.
"You really did have the< fine courage to sleep In that room?" Georgiana
asked, leaning toward him across the
table, with lier smile and tone of In-

viting Ills confidence.

"I didn't do so very much at sleepIn'," he answered.
"Did the spirits keep you awake?"
she asked indulgently.
Mrs. Momingstar had dropped Ler
knife on lier plate and was staring at

him

apprehensively,

ingstar suspended !

while Mr.

Mora-

onslaught upon

his food as be awaited Ills story. Abe
»nd Ollie also fixed their eyes upon
lim wonderlngly. Eunice was the only onè who did not look at him.
"Did you see it, Doc?" Mrs. Momingstar asked breathlessly, evidently
forgetting In her anxious Interest her
objections to Eunice's hearing anything of the story of the room'.
"I seen It. yes, ma'am," Peter an-

Seated on the side of hi* l ed.

But while the moral evidence seemed
clear and convincing, would It be sufficient without the legal proof \yhich
he recognized was lacking to persuade
Miss Wolcott of her duty to give up a
fortune after nineteen years* possession of it? Ilere would be a test of
the "good blood" of which she was so

proud.

"It would be more than common honBr.t if she
'takes after' her niece she won't lack

esty; it would be heroic.

the heroism!"
The fact that the communications to
Miss Wolcott of Beatrice Da .dels, the
tralued nurse, had been i*r nred did
not promise well for Eunice's case just
now.

Kinross threw himself back on his
pillow and clasped his hands under
undress-he
to
use
head. No
his
couldn't sleep. The thought of this girl,
brought up as a servant to the Mornings tars. her marriage to their son
opposed be»-ause her poverty made her
"not good enough fur our .Vi»e," her
of life combined with lier

hang himself,
metaphorically speaking, by opj>o*lng
his son's inarriag to a great fortune.
"She may imagine she's In love with
earnest

endeavors

to

that fellow Abe. never having seen
of course a
any other sort of men, but
few months In 'the world' will cure

her."

He wondered whether he world do
well to tell her at once all that he
knew of her or to wait until he had
se»-n Miss Wolcott and learned whether or not there was going to lie dllttculty alxjut her coming Into her owu.
It would Ik> cruel to raise her hopes
Ix'fore there was some assurance of
their tieing realized. He would do well
to put her off when they met tomorrow night In the haunted room with ne
little as would satisfy her for the time
being. He would then communicate at
If she was
once with Miss Wolcott.
spending this summer at her Newport
house he would run on to see her immediately. If she were abroad (she
frequently spent thé summer In Switzerland) he would cable her to return
home nt once on Important financial
business.
"A good thing for Eunice that this
matter has fallen Into my hands." he
thought, "one wholly disinterested and
with time. Inclination and. I flatter
myself, skill to work the thing out for
her In the best posslblo way. not merely for the fun of the excitement of the
case, though there's that side of it. too.
but for the spice that there is in seea beastly wrong righted."
He fell to wondering what had liecome of the husband of "Beatrice Daniels," whether her death had lieen a
suicidp or a murder and whether If the

ing

could be found his presev.ee
would lend any proof to the "co:if, r.elon."
The oil In his lamp was nearly burned out as he reached this point In his
meditations, and he rose, blew out the

man

Abe?" he sharply questioned his son.
Abe growled an affirmative under Ills
breath. He was afraid of his father.
"Yes,"

cried

Mr.

Mornlngstar

sar-

castically. "they'll both mind yon. too,
when they're out of eyesight In the

fields over."
"I'll be strollln' over there some time
Mr.
Mornlntrstar snld
this after."
warnlngly. "to see how things Is goln'."
Georglana, with a queenly lift of her
dark head and a look of disgust, rose

door locked before I'll leave no more
boarders sleep In there! I'm ft!l worthere
ried up with thinkin' I>oc was
I get it In my nerves so
last night.
ugly if I'm worried up!" she said

plaintively.

Peter felt a bit "worried up" himself
at the thought of Ills prospective visit
with Eunice that night being interfered
with either by the locking of the door
the Irrepres; ible
or, worse still, by
Daisy Parks coming In on them.
"What's the matter, pop?" he asked,
thinking to divert attention from the
discussion of the room to the grotesque
appearance of the head of the family,
whose neck was swathe.l In r 1 flannel
and who was mixing himself a dose of
whisky and water.
..i-u

<.«

.....

.1·»

ff

«.

\t,

ttirrvt'll·

answered hoarsely. "I took the cold
goln* to town yesterday in the ruin to
git the money off the hank with them
checks yon gev me. Pete." he said rue-

fully. "Dou't you he payln' me ngln
such checks!" he
growled.
no
In
"Gimme atralg'it, plain cash. I offered
that there dude check of youni to the
hank like what you rayed fur me to
do and tole the feller at the little winder to pay up. He Kays. Ύοιι must Indorse It.' ami Rive It back. 'How's that
done?" I ast him. Ί ain't on to the-c
here dude ways!' I says. 'Indorse It
on th<v back,' he rays. So I wrote.
Ί Indorse this here check heartily.'
that
[and Rev It to hhn agin. No, off
wouldn't do. neither; I must write
he says. Now, wrltln' don't
wonderful handy to me, and
I was glttln' mad hy that time! Rut
he rayed he couldn't pay me till I got
It right done. So I done It fur him.
But I don't want to have no more such
bother g!ttln' my money! 1 don't believe In banks and I never deal at
'em! And here 1 had to ketch this
here cold yet! I got it so bad I can't
make very loud no more. But mom
she clapt such a tar plaster on me and
tied flanncn on, so now I kin make u
little louder yet. I concelte 1 a little
whisky would help—fur all 1 ain't no
drinker, though oncet I did have It bo
bad In my Insldcs It went two months
till I got (tetter ag'in. And." he related
with evident pride lu the facts. "I had
to take a whole gallon of whisky! A
whole gallou In two months! Indeed,
name,

come

eo

yes. You'll think I'm η drunkard yet!
Ain't? But." he boasted, "when a man
Is a man he kin temperance hlsself. Ile
don't have to leave It be altogether!
Abe." he added, turning to his son, "I
don't feel fur workin' this after.
You'll have to git along without me.
I'm goln' to lay. Eunice she caji go
along to "the fleld over and help you."
"I need her here, pop." Mrs. Morn·

lngstar qnlckly objected, a. jealous
anxiety In her voice. "It ain't right,

her and our Abe beln' out there to-

gether by

thelrselves!"

The woman's tone expressed a distrust of the girl which brought the
blood to Kinross' face and made
Georglana and Daisy cast their eyes
upon their plates.
Kinross glancpd across the table at
Eunice. Not even a quiver of her
lashes betrayed any effect upon her of
the woman's insinuations. lier self
control or indifference, whichever it

was, seemed to him passing strange,
almost blameworthy.
"It's market tomorrow," Mrs. Mornlngstar went on querulously, "aDd
there's ail the cburnln' to be did. It

wonderfully onhandy, pop, your
glttln' cold just before market day.
And the yeller cow gives qpch poor

comes

milk etlli this while paat It'll hardly
churn fur a bodv. Doc he say· feed

->

See

He rose and with his hands In his

pockets strolled over to the settee and
towered over the shrluklng figure of

the little farmer. "I am not a man to
waste words or enter Into useless discussion. I menii Just what I say. I
am going to befriend this young girl
and see that she gets her rights. I
learned some things in your haunted

room last night which have given me
the power, I think, to do so. Now, I
give you Just a week to make up your
mind. If you can't come to the point
by that time I'll help you—by means of
a lawsuit. Do you understand?"
"You must be crazy!" Monilngstar
chokingly exclaimed. "Pay that there
girl $3.<mi0! More'u our Ollle'li git till
she gits married a'ready!
Why, It

would leave us poor yet!"
"You have no right to be rich or
The $3,000 beother people's money.
Now, don't make
longs to Eunice.
any fti^s or I'll exact nineteen years'
You must pay the
Interest besides.
money. That's settled."
"Well, I won't! Go ahead with your
lawsuit!" Mornlngstar retorted, hlr
face apoplectic.

neither of the young ladies recognized
It for what it was, though Georgiana's
glance d!<l for an Instant rest upon him
uncertainly with a vague surprise
which quickly brought him to himself
end to his chair.
A little while later as he lingered In
the kitchen after dinner to get a word
nlone with Mrs. Mornlngstar and (as
Providence favored him by keeping old
Mornlngstar indoors) with Mr. Mornlngstar as well he saw Eunice and
Abe start out together for the Adds.
While Mrs. Morningstar and Ollie
cleured off the table he seated himself
by the kitchen window and watched

"Now, you see"—Mrs. Morningstar
turned to him as her husband stretched
himself out on the s.-ttee and Ollie departed with a f»ile of dishes to the outer kitchen-"how crazy that there girl
Is after our Abe—her not havin' a
wo -.l to say agin workin' in the fields
out :'uch a hot afterno >n."
"Tint r.he never does say a word
against anything she's as'.ced to do.

sighed.
"No, you don't, neither!" exclaimed
Mrs. Momingstar. "I'll wenture down
that there ball myself and make the

the $3,000 for nineteen years.
here, Moruingstar!"

from the table.
Kinross so thoroughly shared the
and look
rulings which I'/.v
expressed and lie t'elt sn h strong tilsapproval of Eunice's apparent lack of
sensitiveness to the shame of.this talk
that a sudden w:irui liking for Georglana stirred in him. Forgetting his role,
he rose instinctively to stand while she
passed from the room. But the act
was so entirely out of character that

Didn't
'Λ -i..eLer' I a; t.
drink.
> i-tl
Ain't up to date, I
suicke. It
tole it. Laiiies where think:» anything
of thelrself» these days smokes clg.trettes, 1 says."
"Ob, a lady, was it?" exclaimed
Daisy. "Did you have a symi a the: le
time with her? Go on; tell us."
"Want some more?" he iuq-drel
•nilably. "Well. then. I π : uer ..or l
υ he
play solitaire with me. Didn't

Ignorance
knowledge of lx>o!;s making her unique
to the point of l>eing pathetic—this
herself
young creature to suddenly find
The speculations
α
great heiress.
my
which the situation gave rise to drove
sleep far from his brain. Would she
be good enough for "our Abe" when
her story was known? He chuckled
when he thought of old Mornlngxtnr's

"Towners?" Georglana questioned,
with a lift of her fine eyebrows.
"Och, f mean a hedy'd think Pete he
was η towncr. recommendln' such a
dumm thing like that there!"
Mr. Mornlngstar received a dollar a
week extra on Pr. Kinross' board for
aiding and abetting his disguise.
"Ain't you leavln' Eunice stay and
help us?" Mrs. Mornlngstar persisted.
"Her and Abe needn't be together."
Her husband obstinately stuck to his
will. "Shp can work In the upper field
and him In the lower. Do you hear.

tlie youth

"No use my telliu' you If you don't
blee' me." Peter returned, ostentatiously holding a huge· slice of bread on Ills
palm ami spreading Imiter all over It.
"I shall sleep there tonight!" Dulsy
declared. "I'm game! And I'll fix that
ghost! I only wish it were a man!" she

Yet he found himself Just now, per·
hups. Inconsistently patting himself on
the head for his perspicacity in havhfg
recognized that Eunice was of na
common stock.
lie himself had no doubt of the
truth of the "confession" and of Eunice's identity with the stolen child.

her chop feed and Ifll hearten her up,
he says, and make the milk better."
"He says, dees he!" sneered Mr.
Mornlngstar In a tone freighted with
sarcasm. ''Yes, I pues» a feller would
feed his cows chop feed yet! That
would pay. ain't It? It takes towners
to have the dumm Ideas about a cow!"

"Oh. tell us about it!" cried Daisy.
"What did It do? And what did you
do?"
"I ast It was It the spook, and It
saved It was. Then I ast it would It
eet, and It sot. Then I ast would It
have a drink, and It sayed It didn't

gamble, neither, she says."
"Oh, look here. I'eter-skiddoo!" cried
Daisy. "Now. stop Jollying us and tell
tis what you did really see—please,"
Hhe begged. "Were you up against
You're so foxy I uever
anything?
know wnen you are jollying us."

Ington.

We wrote to her and told her what we
had done and offered to give up the child
for a certain sum. but whether she didn
believe us or whether It served her purpose better not to have the child recovered I do not know. We have never had
any answer to our repeated communications to her. It Is now four months since
we came away with the child, and we

'^solemnly11

spell either."

cott!"

the side of his bed.
his lamp burning on the bureau
In
I at his elbow. Dr. Kinross.
the small hours of the morning, road the [taper he had found in
the haunted room.
Both the wording of it and the penmanship gave evidence that the writer
a
was
person of some education,

*^The little

do."
She shook her head sadly. "No," she
humbly acknowledged. "And I can'i

"I do! The blood that makes true
and women, not the blood that
With which parting
makes snobs!"
shot he had left her, and the coolness
between them thereafter had never
been overcome.
lie remembered his cynical reflection
at the time of her brother's death.
"She'll think the augels in heaven will
feel honored at the arrival of a Wolmen

on

She atop|ied short as though to ward
off un anathema upon Abe.
But Klur<«s realized that perhaps
*he wuj right. They ran little or no
risk of interruption In this room.
necklace and locket which will
"Ijet us meet here. then, tomorrow
b. found on the child were «Wen her by
I
can."
what
tell
will
I
and
yon
nljJit.
Miss Wolcott and contutn her photograph
lie was conscious of the fact that in
ifllrm that what I have here
the course of their talk she hn<l seemwritten Is true.
ed to him like one roused out of a
beaTR1CE DANIELS.
lotis tor|ι >r. like a drooping wild flower
A date twenty years back was affixunder a soft rain.
ed to the pa|>er.
"Do you know, Eunice. It Isn't true—
Kinross· heart thumped in his breast,
what you told me the other night— and he mit transfixed as the hand
Yon
that you 'have no education.'
have read and. I have reason to l>elieve, assimilated the l»est of English Wolcott, whom he had known all his
life. They had lived neighbors In the
letters."
"You call me educated?" she asked,
with Interest
'Technically an educated person In
no doubt one who knows the multiplication tables. I am not sure that you

Kinross?"

fllcLori::.,' il -!it and In t'.'.e dawn of the
early niorniug flung off his clothes.

swered.

to the public school!
priety in her propoual that he would to go
Ile felt a ghoulish glee In the thought
hare suggested it to her than
with
he would have offered poison to a of conf rout lug old Morulugstar
his discovery.
1Mb·.
lie read on:
-ïou know," she added, "they all
The father of the child was the lat· 8.
have great fear of this part of the
Wolcott. Est!·, of the New ^ork <.' y
8
bouse. On the terrace we might !>e
His half sister Is Miss Eunice W οί-

seen

bent upon "the old families" to pretheir excluslveness and not to
admit into their sacred circle any vulgar new element. When, with youthful enthusiasm, he had rebutted her
theories as narrow, old fashioned and
so forth she had pinned him down to
the fundamental question, "Do you or
do you not believe In blood, Peter
serve

eilArTER XVI.

no more

A·*"—

grandmothers. It was on the occasion
of his having brought home from college for the holidays that splendid fellow, John Lowry, a diamond in the
rough, and in his pride In Lowry's
friendship having taken him to call
on Miss Wolcott, who, with her literary tastes and extensive travel, he
was sure would appreciate his brilliant college mate, instead of which
he had brought on himself long philosophic homilies upon the duty incum-

from the room.

Eunice."

Specialist

COMPANY.

Had It l>een fortunate or unfortunate
for her. he wondered, that she had
missed this "confession" In his pocket?
That remained to l>e seen, and he was
eager to be alone In his room to read
it. He felt a reluctance to bringing this
Interesting tete-a-tete to an end, but
he must without delay be alone to
read the secret In his pocket Ile rose
from his chair.
"It's getting awfully late, Eunice.
I'd better go now. We will meet here
tomorrow night then? At what time?"
"I can come as soon as Ollie falls

Mr;>"S!vrLop

Specialist

PHILLIPS fc·

occasionally anil wish I could read it."

°f"You

—

■

"Lotir ago I used to take one down

[cosTisrxD.]

unstakei^

Ely's Cream Balm

JOB PRINTING.

J»

polntment, "that 1 hold your welfare
sacred and that In asking you to wait
I do what seems to me to be for your
β
He was surprised at the glow which
»s
irradiated her countenance at
words. She was so unused to being
considered, he reflected, that a mere
tone of kindness called forth all the
latent brightness of her soul. I.ltt e
did he dream bow his words sang In
Keep Your Best Stock.
Many farmers are in the habit of sell- her ears. "1 hold your welfare sacred,
ing their best animals as they will bring and that the music of the spheres
the highest price. A greater mistake could not have seemed to her more
A difference of 10 or wonderful In spite of the fact that
can not be made.
even 25 per cent in the price of a single
since that night on the terrace her
animal is a small affair as compared
heart had l>een heavy with the knowlwhole
herd.
with this difference in a
that he loved Georglaua.
By keeping the very best to propagate edge
"I will wait." she said, an unwonted
from, the whole may be made of equal
excellence, and in the course of a few thrill In her voice that held him wit ι
years numerous animals might be pro- Its spell, "until you are ready to tell
duced having the excellent properties
that now distinguish some few of the
A disturbing possibility had suddenly
best.
occurred to him. Surely If that conWhat would you say of a farmer who
fession" amounted to anything Eunice
had several highly valuable varieties of
would herself have found it out. lie
potatoes, and had others that were inferior, and in consequence of the im- had supposed that he had come upon
prudence of planting the inferior his a discoverv, and be felt a pang of disnext crop should fall short 25 per cent? appointment as he realized the probEvery one will condemn this course, and abllitv of his having been
few, if any, are so wanting in discretion
••Those books on the top shelf. tho^e
Yet many take a simias to pursue it.
Balzacs," he suddenly said, "they were
lar course in selling their best animals
the only l>ooks I found dusty. Ah of
and propagating from the poor. Not
course." he added, "you dont read
only is this true for animals for breeding
that s Itl
purposes, but for work as well. Who French;
Theu perhaps, after all. she had
does not know, in his own experience, of
farmers who sell their best work horses never seen this paper In his breast
and keep the poorer? Well, the con- pocket—extraordinary, indeed, if dursequence is the poorer one costs a great ing all these years the secret of her
deal more to keep each year and does
history should have thus been withb
less work, and in the end is the most
her reach and yet escepel her. A deshould
expensive animal. The policy
sire came to him to take It out and
the
better
one
to
have
have been
kept
but he thought better
aid sold the inferior. This is true in read it with her.
And
case.
doubly so, we believe,
every
know nothing really of yourwhen the farmer has animals for breeding purposes. There is a vast differ- self-vour name, your origin, your life
ence in our cattle in sections where before you were left here with the
much attention has been given to improvements by selecting the best, when
to her lips as she
oootrasted with those where little or no
shook her l»o:ul was her answer After
attention has been paid to the subject,
she looked up at him. her
and as a matter of course, the best have ;l moment
she' SP°
been sold, or eaten up, because they eyes almost solemn as
-You sa ν It Is for my good that J ou
were the fattest.
Every man that raises stock has it in withheld for the time what you know
his power to make improvements, and „f tl.H room. ItlrfthemasIhaNeoften
he should avail himself of all the ad- suspected, bound up In some way with
vantages around him to turn his power my life"'"
to the benefit of himself and posterity.
He hesitated an Instant "Let us not
—Dr. C. W. Burkett, in Kansas Farmer.
«peak of It Just yet.
"Very well." she acquiesced gentlj.
The Oat Crop Failure.
"1 have so often wished," she added,
At every farmers' institute where I
-that if inanimate things can really
bave heard this oat question discussed
take on Impressions from the lives of
growers have laid the whole blame of
arte
the poor crop against the unfavorable the people that use them and
weather. While weather may be a big ward give out those Impressions this
factor, yet there are some essentials place would speak to me of Its his
which will help us overcome wet, cold
As a rule, oats are treated
or drouth.
was not to be wondered at that
shabbily. The ground is not well pre- ter Ideas were thus fantastic, he
or drilled in
sown
is
much
Too
pared.
The effect of
stalk ground without making use of the thought.
lived a life as
di«k, with the result that the ground is •ending upon one who
left in ridges and the seed is improperly isolated from the world as a nun s and
covered. Here are three things which whose mind was left undisciplined b>
will give the oat crop a boost: First, but other mental exercise was so curithe ground thoroughly
by ous as to l>e almost phenomenal.
prepare
double disking, harrowing and cross
"But do you know how soon you can
and
clean
seed,
harrowing; use heavy,
tell me?" she asked.
the
to
cover
seed
how enough
ground.
"Probably the next time we can be
Three to four bushels of the big, thick
don't let It be a
hull sorts îb none too much, while seven tlone together. And
is ample of the small week from now. When and where shall
or eight pecks
varieties. Ground which is too poor to
this room tomorrow night?" she
produce wheat will not produce a paying crop of oats. There must be suf- luggested.
to
soil
io
the
ticient mineral elements
"Can t you come to me on,me iermake straw, if we would expect to get
rare again?" he proposed, quite unwillin
Brown
C.
stand
straw to
np.—L.
ing to expose her to the scandal which
Tribune Farmer.
must arise if they were found alone in

CATARRH

ο
To-day he owns eight hundred acre·
anc
as fine land as any one would want,
has
does not owe a dollar. That man
not had "luck," but he haa made ever]
lick oount.

By HELEN R. MARTIN,

;

Author^ "Tillie: A Mennonite Maid."

reading, unconsciously
educating herself thereby posSll>l> far
photography.
lteyoml what many a girl ga nedI from
The first floor will contain the advsteiuatU· schooling? Surely the girl
ministration offices of the college of
had -race" hack of her. with her courthe
agriculture, library, fireproof vault,
to face a ghost. her love of books
office and class room of the professor of
«ο stroii·; as to overcome obstacles that
and
chemistry,
agricultural
biological
the rooms of the extension department, would have daunted any ordinary
and two class rooms, office and appa character and lier native refinement of
rat us room of the department of animal thought a ad InsUuct which be felt In
industry.
her presence so keenly.
On the second floor is located the
But he liethougbt him of another
office, class rooms, storage and appa- reason why lie did not wish to repeat
ratus room of the department of agronto her at once Mrs. Mornlngstars tale.
in which is to be
the

Remedy

w· Do all Kind· of....

»

Mis Courtship

changed

lier mode of living from
a style of modest dignity to a luxurious elegance.
How, after all these
years of lavlshuess, could she go back
to a simple habit of life? And then
the hurt to her pride of race (which In
the absence of anything more substantial to I* proud of she had nourished
and brooded upon almost morbidly) to
have to own kinship with a girl reared
In such a sordid environment as that
of this farm, with less knowledge of
the world than any servant of her
Ile had a tiresome
establishment.
memory of Miss Wolcott's motherly
warnings to himself in his callow
youth against "dragging In the mire"
als fine old family name by his lamentable lack of that "excluslveness"
which, she assured him, had characterized his mother of blessed memory
and both his paternal and maternal
bad

New Agricultural Building.

Oats and clover are geueraliy considered the best feed on which to winter the
colts the tiret winter. Oats are a handy
feed and are relished at all times, giving
good result*. This year oats are not
only high, but are scarce. On most
farms, the supply will uot equal the
usual requirements
In my owu experience I have fouud
that wheat bran mixed with the oats,
equal parts, makes a very excellent ration. If I have timothy hay I mix in
the bran every time. Id addition to
the oats and bran, a few stalks of fodder
corn, on which there are two or three
small ears, will be relished aod wdl
South Paris, Maine.
help to carry the colt along in good conManure With Clover.
dition through the winter.
While clover will help keep up soils,
During the day the colt should have
of
ample opportunity for eierciae in the yet m my go too far and eipect a crop
is clover to produce a heavy grain crop
FOR
opea air, except when the weather
fed. and at the same time keep the tield in
very stormy. If the colts are well
and they certainly should he, they will good state of fertility. It will pay to
««j 'j the run In the <>p«a each day and put manure on clover, both for inducing
keep «p a ooatinnou* growth froai fall a thicker stand and also for enriching
A goo·I < arwtaker doee nut • he soil for succeeding crop·. It has be
until spring
>· «UKait a»to«fc«4practice to delay
nave email colte loag, for they grow c>«t>· a too general
fcrtl fttittt at One*.
colt that •owing elover and applying manure unA
are
i
soon
id
ad
τ
larga.
a
rap
It rl-MW*, »«'tb*e.
to kept grow ng o<>at ou-'uely make· a til the limit of production has been μ*·*!>·*!» Mil pro'M-t»
hors· with better f <rm and greater ed. Wh»n corn and oats are grown and
t*
(livtiwd niriu·
stock il
I '»#' r»»'ihmi{ fr>>ni Caurrk tod An*»·
*paht:ittoe thaa the >ae can aak« that fed on ike farm where sufficient
X. A. kept to consume all forage as well as
to hail starved while y<<uag
m th« IImI ^arklj. R««et..r*·
gram crop·, there is ample manure mad·
Full MM
til·- S nrnm of T«4<> mm! MiarlL
lapp ia New Kaglaad H <ai»*tead
to cover about one-fourth of tb· farm
8" ■*<«. at Dm^iau or by nuil
Liqwd
Pat thia manure on the
every year.
Imlkslies* of Vitality la Corn.
t'rnwu H*J fi τ uw la Μ»αύι·π 75 eta.
This practice will give tine réclover
Kh Hr dim. V. W«rr*· Mtmi Kf* let.
BrnMna m not aiways a sure guide sulta with
every crop used in the rota>t the germiastiag powar of saad·. al
tion —L. C. Brown in Tribune Farme;
though it to urn» of the things which will
A new Lot
halp aa ia eaieatiag g«*<d seed. Maay
la every one hundred pounds of milk
of m*atag gerannatiag
The beat o( rwli.-u'e the i«lea
of Plumbing Geodi.
To
thrre is oae-balf pound of salt.
teste to deterwia· the vitality of seed
No old
tbia amount of milk tb· cows reoak woodwork for cloaeta.
cura.
Tbey ooatead they have selected make
as
same
the
salt
this quantity of
seed eora without teatiag unerringly foi quire
jno.1·. Call and ace thia l»n·.
the laying hen requires lime. The food
s«ed
th»v
Nc
aad
get
strong
to.
gond,
year·,
bing promptly attended
which the cows consume contnins but a
Maturity to the first thing tu look for
charjje for team.
small proportion of this salt, and unless
Th· thoroughly Matured ear of oora has
it i· furnished
them, they must cut
th· germ wen aacaswr and it will take
L. M. Longloy,
down oa their milk supply, ao as to con•aueaal heat, with moisture, to hurt it.
Ma>ne. Th· well ripened ear shows rather a dull form to the amount of aalt they get.
Norway.
Be careful that you do not lose many
color, rather thaa a bright, smooth
of milk trying to save a few
Th· butt and tipe should b« pounds
au lor.
uuncee of salt.—Maine Farmer.
1
bright aad well dried out; the rowi
should s«t firmly, aad the grain should
To protect tree· from mice, in the
be dry eaough to shell easily. All these
Then go still fall wrap the trees with tar paper, and
are outward indication·.
further, dig d>>wn into the germ, and not a tree will be touched. Take a roll
of paper and cut it in two pieces, makeven if this is firm and bright better be
One of theee, a
test ing two roll· of it.
<>a the safe bhJ· and make a careful
r»r riiNM inn I tia*· tn»l »mm to ·»·
The outward signs of good ball of twine and a pair of shear· or a
ic dirt.
f** UT·
*rw u>l ikaIiIbk eta·—that wafcaa we I
seed ears are all right to go by when w< ■harp knife are taken by each man and
•f· ta Ut If ;«ar
tjm IroabJa you la aay way
an 1 strips the desired length are cut at each
are selecting out the ears, but they
4*'' " Τ<*i want
J
ripen a·WW» ta regarl to tf*
safe to plant by.—L. C. Brown ic tree, these are wrapped around the tree
·*"·. <»·· to Uw man who ta a *ix>clallM. wb. not
olose to the ground, and tied at top and
Tribune Parmer.
Ίυββ on iblng oaly. So
etarj· for eye e*a«la
bottom. One roll of paper will cover a
Μ3υβ· or con.u latlon.
All It needs ia grit, along with hare I good many tree·, making the cost very
the
1
work, to do great things. Twenty yean small, and if care ia taken to cut
movec
•'ripe long enough to lap over well and
ago a renter, with a large family,
will
*y· 8 pec laie». Norway. Me T»L UM.
to Morgan County, Illinois, and com allow for the tree growing, they
for
several
aod feed stock last
years.—Successful
me need to raise corn
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and the maiden as long as
lu sight. The incongruity of
a \Yolcott working In the fields like a
peasant and along \yith a fellow like
Abe Mornlngstar struck him afresh.

the}"

were

does she?" questioned Kinross, averse
to thij Interpretation of Eunice's silence and acquiescence.
"\Yell. I'd like to see her oncet! What
right would she have. I'd like to know?
Pop he won't even leave Ollie and Abe
back. What fur won! 1 he leave

speak

lier?"
"Well, I guess anyhow!" hoarsely
echoed Morningstar from the settee.
Kinross saw that his opportunity In·!
come.

"Rut it's different with Eunice." he
not your own child and

began. "Sli -'s

does not owe you a daughter's respect
and obedience."
Mrs. Morningstar set down the platter she was scraping and stared at
him. and Mr. Mornlngstar sat uptight
on the -ettee and fixed him aggressively with his little sharp eyes.
"Plie owes us niore'n what our own
children owes us," the iattj?r affirmed,
"us raisin' her like our own and her
not beln' onrn."
"Hut you have not 'ral-ed' her as
of
your own. She was taken out
school at a younger age than Ollie was.
and she has. never l»een clothed as
your daughter has ltecn. For year>
Rhe has been doing the work of twe
women and has pot nothing for It l>ut
her board."
nil'·.

·-

•..III..·

.nil

til.ι

■

things?" Mr. Mornlnirstar asked. with
repressed \«·ϋ«»ιι». "And what's it your
business, anyhow?"
"Eunice she has the light to work
fur our keepin' her when she was a
child .vet" Mrs. Mornings tar repeated
her oft reiterated argument.
This Imuglit Kinross to the point
wlih-h lie had lieen driving.
"To pay jron for keeping her when

she was η child? But you told me you
had l<ec*i paid for that—the money
fomnl pinned to her dress. And then,
you know, after a very few years the
child's work more than paid for the
expense of l>narilii:g her. So that really. as I heard her tell you. you owe her
back pay; also you owe her. now that
she is of age. that large sum of money
you found pinned to her dress which
yon did not use for her."
lie hnd turned from the window and
sat facing them lioth, speaking with a
cool precision and In a tone of author-

ity which bewildered them.

"Which you did not use for her." he
repeated, "and which, therefore, must
be refunded. You will pay to Eunice

the next week the sum of
I'll allow you a thousand
dollars for your care of her up to the
age of six years, though of course you
hever gave her a thousand dollars'
worth of caro In the whole nineteen
years you've had her."
"You'll Allow!" gasped Mr. MorningRtar, while his wife's eyes fairly bulged from her face. "What are you got
to do about It?"
"And bow'd you know It was that
much left us?" sputtered Mrs. Morn·
within

£1.000.

lngstar.
"I spent the greater part of last
olght In the haunted room and." he
■aid, with a mysterious significance,
"1 learned things. Four thousand dol-

lars was found on the child when you
You will pay
took charge of her.
$.'{,000 to Eunice within a week. If
you make any diilk-uity about it I
shall exact her back pay—$2 a week
for the past Ave rears and interest on

44A Good Name at Home"

••Is a tower of strength abroad"—and the
excellent reputation of C. I. Hood Co. and
their remedies In the city of Lowell, where
they are beet known, inspires confidence
the world over, not only in the medicines

but In anything their proprietors say
about them. "If Made by Hood It's Good."
"I believe Hood's Saraaparilla the best all·
round family medicine known today." Mas.
Q. D. Farley. 652 Wilder St, Lowell, Mass.
"I recommend Hood's Saraaparilla to any
one." John B. Duffy. It Auburn Street
Lowell, Mass.
"I am a strong and healthy woman today,
from taking Hood's Saraaparilla, which I
keep ia the house for all the family.'- Mas.
Fannii Balch, 108 Leverett St, Lowell. Mass.
"I consider Hood's Sarsapartlla the best
blood purifier In the world." Mas. Jknni*
E. C a ELTON, 11S Liberty St, Lowell, Mass.
Hood's Saraaparilla Is sold everywhere.
Id the usual liquid, or In tablet form called
Saraatlb·. lOO Doses One Dollar Prepared only by C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Maaa.

Tom rtd over the thrinklng figure.
"I never thought. Doe. you'd turn on
us like this here-or I'd eert'nly never
took you to board!" lamented Mrs.
Moruingstar. her cheeks very white.
"I'm not 'turning' on you. Mrs.
Mornlngstar. I'm helping you to clear
your conscience and do the honest
thing to thai orphan girl. It Is really
not so much for the girl's sake she

may not need the money, though agt'.n
she may—but for your immortal souls'
sake."
"What do you mean? She mayn't
Is it that you're sweet on
need it.
her and want to marry Iter, or what?
Why, I ain't never seen you so much
as look at her!"
"What was it you seen and heard In

that there room?" growled Mwrniugstar, "that gives you such cheek to
talk up to us?"
I may tell
"Ohosts reveal secrets.
you after you've paid over the $3.0*'
"Well, I ain't payiu' it! I*nt t!:r.t In
your pipe and smoke It. will you?"
If there's a law"As you please.
suit you'll pay It with Interest and
back wages I esides. I.et me know l»y
the time I come back which you pre-

I'm going away tomorrow morning and will return here In a week."

fer.

Me and mom alu't board"Not here
In' you another day."
"Then shall I put up at the vlllago
tavern when I come back?"
"I'll tell them young ladles you ain't
no farmhand."

Ised you If you di<l not lietray who I
was?'" be asked Indifferently.
TliN alwa.vs strong argument tie »aw
TAS answer enough to tti*> threat
"Now, Mrs. Morn Instar," he turned
to her «juietly, "will you Iw· no good us
to let me have the little ne<'klu<e and
locket found ou the culld containing
her photograph and that of a lady?"
Mr*. MorningMar stared at hhn al"I>ld you see the
most «il!» h<>rror
ghost, and did she tell you altout that
there chain and locketV" she faltered.
"I can't explain anything to you
I may tell you when I come
now.
Meantime 45'f^* me the necktmck
lace."
"lk>u't you give It to him," Mornlugstar ordered lier. "He'll he ukIu' It fur
evidence or what."
"It s wore thin," said Mrs. Morning"I wore It on Ollie till she overstar
grew It a'ready."
"I.et me have It. at any rate."
"I Rot It In the chest up attic."
"All right. You have it down for me
hy this afternoon Remember, Moruiugstar." lie concluded, turning to leave
the room, "I give you one week from
today, not a day more."
He strolled 'out. am] tne man and
woman were left alone to confront the
horror of parting with
of their
hoarded accumulation.

[to

he

continued.]

GRAVITATION.
The Mystery of This Wonderful Force
In Nature.
When plants are grown In receptacles fastened to the rim of a rapidly
revolving wheel, the shoots and leaves
grow toward the center and the roots
away from the center of revolution.
This Is remarkable as showing the Influence of centrifugal motion upon

growth.

But the earth, any point in whose
surface at the equator passes through
fifteen miles In one minute, has a centrifugal motion so swift and so great
that it Is almost Inconceivable. Why.
then,, reasoning on the basis of this
wheel experiment, do not trees and
plants grow in the directions they are
urged by this centrifugal force—namely, with leaves and boughs toward the
earth's center and roots pointing to the

sky?

The answer Is because there is a
force called gravitation which overpowers the enormous centrifugal force
and practically reverses It. Whether
this overmastering force which we call
gravitation Is electrical or what It U
no one has yet been able to discover.
There can lie no doubt that It Is the
greatest force we know of.
To unveil the mystery of It would I»
to become masters of a power wboee
possibilities dazzle the human mind.
It would simplify the prei lem of building. water ami air navigation, projectiles and rainy other -branches of mechanics. It would revrjutIonize present method*. St. LouU Poet IMauatch.
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FORBES,

Proprtster·.

Τ WOOD.

A. S. FORBKâ.

Tkr as —il.50 a rear If paid strictly In advance.
Oiherwl.-e $:.·λι a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
AD7kkti4-:mk5T9:—All legal adTcrtlseraenU
are gl το η three consectlve Insertion· for S1..VJ
per lnc!> In length of column. Special contract·
ma'le with local, transient and yearly advertiser·.

Job Printing —Sew type, faet presse·, electric
power, exi>erienced workmen and low price·
comldne u> make thl» department of oar bnatnc«e complete and popular.
4I*«iLE COPIES.
single Copies of the Democrat are four ccnta
The >· will be mailed on receipt of price by
each
the publishers or for the convenience of patron*
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
sale at the following place· In the County
shurtieff's Drug Store.
•Sourh Par's,
Norwav,
Noyé·' Drug .Store.
stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
RucWflcM.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet OfficeParis Hill,
■viinue1 T. White.
Wc»t Paris.
F. A. ShurtlelT A Co.

Coming Events.
Feb. 4.—Ox font Pomona G range,
NKW

Bryant'· Pond.

ADVKKTISEMKNTS.

Smiley.
Sweeping Clearance Sale.
Fur Driving Coats.
Thomas

K»w Kurc for Sick Cows.
Mark l»owu Sale or Men's Suits.
The Time of Long Kvenlng Hours.
Wanted.
Statement of Dutches· tire Insurance Co.
Notice.
itankrupt*' Petitions for Discharge.
Statement of < >x ford County P. of H. Mutual
Fire Insurance Co.
Caution.
Asthma or Hay Fever.

Mere and There.
It looks as if the woman had the beet
of the argument, who stated, when the
women from
ordinance
prohibiting
smoking in New York restaurants was
under consideration, that if the men
were also included in the prohibition,
she would have no objection to the

ordinance.

Alarmed by the spread of prohibition,
the liquor manufacturers and dealers are
to begin on a "campaign of educatioi)."
The more thorough the education, the
better for the temperance cause.
On the destruction of Portland's city
hall, the suggestion was made that the
new building, wherever it might be,
should be built for the use of the city
government only, without containing any
large public hall. The suggestion seems
little favor. In towns
to meet with
where town meetings are bcîd, some
kind of a hall is necessary. In cities the
same necessity does not exist, and the
maintenance of a city hall (very rarely
used for strictly city purposes) is generally a losing proposition from a financial
standpoint. At the same time, the demands for such a place are so many and
of such a character that no municipality
is really complete without some assembly ball of good capacity which is
practically public property. This is
especially true in Portland, which is so
much of a convention city, and it will be
surprising if that city, with its high degree of civic pride, rebuilds without
making a city hall as good as the former
one.

Hearst's papers seized upon the opportunity afforded by the Portland city
hall tire, and published a lurid tale
which was more than ninety-nine ouehundredths false. As some of the results of it, Portland has had several
peculiar visitors. One was an agent for
church bells, who understood that nuwt
of the churches of the city had been
destroyed. Another was a furniture
seller, who thought that about all the
business houses in the city had been
burned, ami he would have a chance to
sell ">00 roll-top desks. Of course the
fault is with the people that Hearst's
papers are sold and read. It is sometimes hard to decide the problem. Is it
because of the fact that Harnum enunciated when he said the public liked to
be humbugged, or shall we paraphrase
and apply Carlyle's statement when he
said that the population of Great Britain
was thirty million, mostly fools?
Much depends upon the point of view.
Gen. Miles passed through Portland the
other day, and one of the Portland papers published an interview with him,
in which he took ground against the
army canteen. The next morning another of the Portland papers briefly
noted that Gen Miles was in the city
the preceding day, and that while there
he .discussed the army cauteen, strongly
urging its re-establishment.

Newspaper publishers

have numerous
to Invest
small amounts of money and newspaper
space in all sorts of things, including
charities. They also have frequent opportunities to extend courtesies to their
brethren of the press, and as a rule are
One of the most striknot slow to do it.
ing opportunities to accomplish both
purposes is afforded by a brother editor
in a distant state. To show his gratitude
for recovery from a desperate illuess, he
proposes to place a chime of bells in hie
home church, but as he has not the
money himself, he must raise it by subscription. To this end he invites his
brother publishers to aid him by printtug notices of his enterprise, as well as
by their personal subscriptions, and he
is engaged in canvassing the country
The Democrat is in receipt of an invitation to participate in the joyous deed,
but is inclined to think that the brother
editor a thousand miles away will have
to sound his hvmns of glory on a chime
purchased by contributions nearer home,
or lose his opportunity of demonstrating
his thankfulness by spending other peo-

opp'Ttunitios afforded them

ple's-mouey.

Agricultural College

News.

In looking over the new catalogue of
the I'niversity of Maine, it is of especial
interest to the farmers of the state to
learn that the college of agriculture has
made the largest increase in the uumber
of students amoDg the several colleges of
the University. According to the cata
logue, the College of Agriculture lias a
total eurollmeut of 94 students against
SO for last v»· ar. This gives an increase
of nearly US per cent, and taking into
account the numbers of students who
were enrolled in the special
poultry
Course, the
present total enrollment
would be swelled to 103, or an increase
of 84 per cent.
However, it must be
said that a part of this increase is due to
of
the Department
Forestry being transferred from the College of Technology
But takto the College of Agriculture,
ing this into account the College of Agriculture has certainly made a healthful
growth and the results are, or ought to
be, very gratifying to the farmers of the
state and to the faculty of the College of

•Agriculture.

Next year with the new Agricultural
bnilding, a real home for the College of
Agriculture, new and better equipment
tor class and laboratory work, this in-

In the number of students should
Now
be duplicated or made larger.
would be a good time for the young
farmers to decide to help the boom along
by arranging to attend the College of
crease

Agriculture next

autumn.

From figures secured at the office of
the state insurance commissioner it is
learned that the damage to property In
Maine by Are last year was $3,073,420, a
greater amount than for any year during
the past ten years, and one of the greatThe estiest in the history of the state.
mated value of property burned was
514,407,746. There wore 2,08» fires, of
which number 237 were a total loss, and
1,852 a partial loss. The greatest number of lires from any one cause was :ίβΟ,
there being 360 fires of Lnknown origin.
Two hundred aud eighty-one were caused by lightning, 237 by defective flues
and chimneys, and 111 by burning out of

chimneys.

The Lewiston Journal has made a
post card canvass and finds that Taft is
the first choice of Maine Republicans,
with 310, Ç. V"·" second with 217, while
Caaaon geM eight.

THE OXFORD BEABS.

I

Beth·).

Weet Parle.
Don't worry, John! It'· bad for the

Mr·. Olive Young, widow of the late
As tou Hiram Young, passed away at her home
: digestion, and there'· no need.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL ■ay—it is all right. Being honest we Sunday morning at the ripe age of 86.
of
must correct your figures. We arrived Mrs. Young had been a resident
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Her interest
on this sphere of action July 10, 1870— Bethel sixty-three years.
He who runs may read, and estimate. in village, church and neighborhood
Pari» HUI.
We congratulate you, John, on being affaire remained until nearly the last.
and ten—young, for we Two years ago she suffered a shock,
Col. Charles Morris of the United three ecore years
sure your heart is young, and it which rendered her partially helpless,
State* Army hu been appointed briga- are
to us that it is a great test of but she has been most tenderly cared
dier general. Col. Morri·, who is now seems
in
life s experience. And we are for by her daughter, Mrs. DeAlbra Hopvalue·
his
at Portland, is well known here, and
John, after ail. It's all kins. She is survived by two daughters,
friends,
good
at
summers
several
family have spent
Mrs. Hopkins, Mrs. B. F. Bradbury of
business.
nobody's
right—and
Paris Hill.
of
®ι,,,ηβ» of Bethel visited Norway, and two sons, Elmer Young
Mrs. Julia Hammond, who has been
Bethel, and Frank Young. Jameson
A. R. Bncknam last week.
with her son, Or. F. P. Hammond, in aire.
Marguerite Finney
The extreme icy traveling puts one in Finney and Mrs.
New York for several weeks, has returnof life and limb, but accidents Cowan of Rumford Falls lived in the
ed to Paris, and is at present with her jeopardy
home with their grandmother several
nave been rare.
sister, Mrs. Ε. H. Camming».
Leslie Adkine years and the devotion between them
Jan.
On
26,
Sunday,
Bosfrom
Seward Stearns is at home
a
Barrows of High Street came near a was most tender. A good neighbor,
ton for a few days, coming to attend the
serious accident. He was skating in the devoted, loving mother and
Ruth
I.
Miss
his
of
wedding
sister,
Funeral servstreet not far from his home, and fell, has gone to her reward.
Stearns.
her late home Tuesday
on his head and face making ices were held at
The directors of the Paris Hill Library striking
He reach afternoon, Rev. F. E. Barton, her former
severe cuts and bruises.
Association will meet with Mrs. 0. A.
ed home but was uuconscious several pastor, officiating.
afterElmhurst
on
at
Wednesday
Thayer
The chair-shop is closed indefinitely,
hours from the effects of the blow he renoon of this week at three o'clock.
the purpose of
and had no recollection of the ac- having been running for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Case of New ceived,
two weeks.
now out again after being sawing long lumber, only
is
He
cident.
York are to celebrate their wedding
At the annual meeting in Portland the
to the house several days.
confined
anniversary by a winter trip to Paris
asocial dance at Dunham's directorship of the affairs was made
ΠΪ11. They are expected on Thursday
over to Portland parties as new officers
last
evening.
Hall
Friday
Mr.
Case's
will
of this week and
occupy
There is a large lot
me«t'ng of the W. C. T. were then chosen.
"Little White House" for a week or ten
in the yard to be sawed as it
U. will be held Thursday afternoon of of lumber
have
Mrs.
Case
and
Mr.
many
days.
had been contracted and it is hoped
this week with Mrs. Sara-E. Curtis.
friends at Paris Hill who will be pleased
Ro,fe of Yarmouth and Mrs. something definite will soon be decided
to welcome them here at this season.
τ
rubbs of Norway were guests of Mrs. upon.
Mrs. Ellen H. Jackson, Miss Mary
has
Edward King
purchased the
Em ma Yv. Mann one day last week.
Hubbard, Mrs. George M. Atwood and
house of the heirs of the late
has
been
Young
apples
Dnnham
loading
F.
A.
Miss lone Harlow went to Boston last
here at the station. One car of No 2 Olive M. Young.
Tuesday. Mrs. Jackson and Miss HubMr. A. W. Grover still remains very
was loaded loose.
quality
bard are to remain during February.
S. Eugene Hammond has been a busy feeble.
that
announce
week's
Last
papers
The schools in town closed Friday for
Ifeside caring for the
man this season.
through the initiative of Rev. Alexander
and stockât Mrs. Marietta FullerV , the long vacation.
place
Boston,
of
D.
D
church,
Trinity
Mann,
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Coburn are to
he bas butchered nearly 00 pigs for peoabout a thousand dollars was collected
move soon on to their farm in Northin this vicinity.
there on a recent Sunday for the un- ple
west
Bethel and Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Mrs. W. G. Hammond has been quite
employed of Boston. Dr. Mann with sick with a grippe cold, but is now im- Wheeler will occupy the house they will
at
summer
the
his family spent
past
Μιηη Jennie Bradbury has beeti vacate on Chapman Street, and Mrs.
Paris Hill, where be made many warm proved.
Harriet Farwell will board with them.
stopping with her for a few days.
friends and was eiceediugly popular.
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason and Mrs. Eben Kilin renewing his subscription to the
West Sumner.
born attended the Federation of Women's
Democrat, Sylvan Shurtleff, Esq., of
Ella Gerry, the twelve year-old daugh- Clubs in Lewiston.
Portland, writes as follows regarding the ter of Alvin
The Bates second basket ball team
Gerry, has been hauling ice
late Henry E. Hammond: 4'He was a
Academy Friday
the past week for John Heald with a played with Gould
schoolmate of mine and about mv age.
the
The little girl handled
evening, resulting in a score of 48-4 in
horse team
He was among the last of all that were
The
t..
favor
of
Gould's.
game was watcha
and
backed
man
reins as well as
up
schoolmates with me on Paris Hill in
Of ed with much interest and there was
the ice house without assistance.
184:}. He was an honest man of strict
course the ice was loaded on and off for some fine playing on both side*.
integrity and one I was always glad to
The aoademy fair will be held in Garmeet."
The Oxford County Telephone Co. land Chapel Thursday afternoon. Id
Through the effort of Miss Edna M. held a
meeting here Tuesday, Jan. 28ih. the evening the students will present a
Luce and her scnolars, an organ for the
The following board of directors were farce.
use of the school is to be provided.
elected:
Saturday's snow was welcome and
Bryant's Pond.
Gerr,8h· W"">»Kton
fortunately was followed in the evening
Geo. L. Stephens moved his goods
x
it
Parte
by a little rain, just enough to keep
I from the town hall into bis new store
I Chirlee l>u<lley,
G" Stephen».
\V«t
*αΤ™' H
from blowing into the next county.
this week.
Advertised letters in Paris post office:
Mr. Mark C. Allen and wife were callat this
will
held
be
directors'
A
meeting
Mr. Tomase Carbone.
ed to Jonesport Sunday by the eudden
Dolm Uraln Company.
place Tuesday, Feb. 4th, for the purpose death of
Mrs. Allen's father.
Κ. M. Knu 1er.
of electing a president.
Several Masons from Jefferson Lodge
The following books have been added
Jefferson Farrar had an ill-turn
visited the Rumford Falls lodge Wedwhile attending the telephone meeting
to Hamlin Memorial Library:
Just as the announcement was about to nesday evening.
FICTION.
Miss Louisa Cole, who has been quite
be made that he was elected to be one of
IMckens. Charles—Pickwick Papers, 2 vols.
ill from heart trouble, is reported better,
Sketches bv Roz
the board of directors, Mr. Farrar fell in
Marshall of Paris taking care of
Nicholas Nlckleby, 2 vole.
He is troubled with a weak Mrs.
a faint.
OM Curiosity Shop
her.
to
be
He
recovered
heart
vols.
2
sufficiently
Rarnaby Rudge, etc.,
The Perkins school taught by Delia E.
Martin Chuzzlewlt, etc 2 vols.
able to ride home.
Giles of Norway closed Jan. 24th. The
Domt'ev an<t Sod, 2 vols.
a
bountifurnished
Circle
The
Baptist
David CopperSeM. 2 vols.
exercises consisted of music and
ful dinner at the home of Mrs. Rosetta closing
I.lttle Dorrlt, 2 vols.
recitations.
Great Expectation·.
for the delegates to the teleRyerson
Albert H. Estes, who recently died in
Our Mutual Friend. 2 vole.
phone meeting. About forty men parChristmas Books, etc., i vols.
Col was formerly a resident of
took of the dinner and there was food Denver,
Hani Time*.
and at one time engaged in
Uncommercial Traveller, etc.
left to have fed forty more. \ our town,
enough
trade here,
Child's History of England, etc.
occupying the Crockett
smal sum was thus added to the soPiavc, Poem*, Miscellaneous.
store in company with the late Rufus K.
ciety's fund.
Kipling, Rudyàr 1—Puck of Pook's HI1L
Dunham. In 1857 he was elected to the
Mitchell, J. Α.—The Silent War.
I he Baptist Circle will serve a dinner
Legislature from Woodstock, his comBOUND MAGAZINES.
m the vestry Wednesday, Feb. 12th.
on the Democratic side being the
went to South Paris petitor
T·
Century, 3 vols.
late Benjamin F. Crawford. From here
Good Housekeeping, 4 vols.
last Monday to be thepuestof Mrs. Chas.
St. Nicholas, 4 vo's.
Estes
moved to Portland. When
Mr.
Thayer, returning Thursday. Mrs Bis- the war broke out in 18G1 he wae comHISTORY.
bee met while there two lady friends
Maine Historical Society Report.
missioned Captain of Co.
E, Tenth
whom she had not seen for thirty-seven
York Jieeds, Vol. XV.
Maine Infantry. At the close of his
Adjutant Gen. Report of Maine, 1S61.
years. At that time she saw them at her
1863.
military sorvice he settled in New York,
own wedding reception.
and in 1S70 went to Denver, where for
BIOGRAPHY.
Howe made a trip to Rumhe has been identified with the
Pavls, Caleb B. tford Falls last
Saturday, returning Tues- years
Hammond, F S.—Hammond Genealogies.
and business interests of the
went there to *ee her growth
Rli-ker, Joseph, l>. I> —Personal Recol'ecUons.
In 1872 Capt. Estes purchased the
k»
stoddart. Jane T.—Life of Empress Eugenie.
L· P· Menil1· Wh° ,ia« city.
now known as the
Wentworth
old
MISCELLANEOUS.
recently khad an attack of gall stones St. James, the Hotel, hotel of Denver.
leading
Hon ham, G.—Maine Register 1907-S.
Howe found her daughter much
Mrs
as one of the
Prakc, S. A.—Olrt Landmarks of Boston.
Florinda Early in 1S50 he left Maine
in health.
Mrs.
Gllman, A. W —Com. Agriculture of Maine, 1906. improved
California pioneers and remained there
her
absence
for
her
house
in
Farrar
of
kept
Library
Congress.
four years. He was also a delegate to
Mrs Jame.i Buck lias arrived home
Legislative Record of Maine, 1907.
the Chicago convention in I860 that
Plnehot, GI (Tord—Use of National Forests.
,0 dû
aL''
"
re*dî
Primer of Forestry
nominated Lincoln. Mr. Estes was a
Williams, Archibald—How It Works.
native of Bethel where he was born in
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Chase spent TuesZoological Society of New York.
1825. Of his father's family only one reday with their daughter, Mrs. Carl Dunmains, a sister, Mrs. Abbie Dunham, of
Oickvale.
ham.
this village.
Thero have been four mornings thus
On account of the slippery streets the
far this winter that the mercury ha* à. U. K. Club has been postponed for
urecnwuuu.
1,6X1 IueetinS wil1 b<"
been at zero an<i below, this Jan. SO
The moat of the family, and also the
Feb. 0th
being one of them, 2 below.
Mrs. Simeon Morrill remains the same
neighborhood, are sick of the grippe or
West Bethel.
as last reported.
something else, which gives but little
time to write.
Business is lively here, though the
Candlemas.
The ice has been hard on travelers,
teamsters have to load lighter.
Midwinter without snowdrifts.
in the road and dooryard.
A few
both
A Mr. Went worth has the job to deFred Ë. Murphy is working on the
liver S00 cords of pulp wood from the railroad ae a section band.
days ago three men called here, inquirvicinity of Black Mountain to the bank
Superintendent Hastings visited the ing the way to Bryant's Pond; stating
of Spear stream.
schools in this end of tho towu Tuesday. that they came by way of Locke's Mills.
George A. Murphy has employment in When asked why they didn't read the
West Buckfleld.
the mill of Merrill, Springer & Co.
guideboard half a mile back, they said it
Miss Ethel Hutchinson of Turner is at
Miss Gwendolyn Stearns closed her was so covered with ice that not a letter
work for Mrs. Will Fogg.
third term of school in this village Fri- could be seen. Being correctly informed,
Miss Agnes Flagg is at North Bnck- day.
they took their back tracks and probably
tield at work for her aunt, Mrs. Joe
Business is lively around the railway got there.
About the same time a lady on Patch
Cummings.
station, cars being loaded and sent away
Mountain started for the Center with a
There was a box supper at the Prince every day except Sundavs.
school house Jan. 31.
Mrs. L. D. (îrover is having a long and horse team, loaded with cans of milk.
Mrs. O. D. Warren has the grippe.
severe illness, and is being treated by While on the way the carriage slued,
tlu?n turned partially over, throwing out
Leonard Bonnev, little Florence Ben- Dr. I. H. Wight of Bethel.
nett and Allie Elwood are sick.
The sledding on the roads here was all the contents, including the driver.
John Smith commenced to work for never better thnn for the past two This frightened the horse, causing him
to run until he came to a stable with
Alton Damon Jan. 29.
months, and all are improving it.
A. S. Hal! went to Lewiston WednesFlorence,"the eldest child of Mr. and open doors, which he entered and thus
Fortunately but little
Mrs. Andrew Johnson Haskell of South ended the race.
day.
Paris, was buried in West Bethel ceme- injury was done, although the lady, and
Locke's Mills.
also
the
milk, were somewhat
tery Monday. '-Blessed is the corpse possibly
shaken up.
The sick ones in the village all are im- that the rain rains on."
The news of the death of Ansel 6.
proving. but Arthur Noyes's family at
Heavily loaded teams are moving here
the lower part of the town are still from early morning until night, hauling Staples, of Canton, our life-long friend
quite sick. Mrs. Will Coolidge is there dry cord wood, birch bolts, and sawed and chum, sent us by our cousin, Mrs.
helping care for tbem, and Grace Howe lumber from the mills of the Paris Maxim, was indeed sudden and sad. We
of Bethel is also there.
Manufacturing Co., and Mills «& Rolfe. stopped with him two nights when visitThe sad news, that Eben Rand of Cur- Sleds eighteen feet in length between ing in town one year ago last fall, when
tis Corner had passed away, reached stakes are required to hold a load for he appeared to be in good health and
a
was
here Thursday morning. He
enjoying the world as usual. We lodged
two horses.
former resident of this place and has
together both nights, and related inciNorth Waterford.
dents of the long ago until the clock
hosts of frieuds here who are pained to
hear of bis doath.
Charles Grover had a shock in one struck twelve; and even then they were
not all told.
But "one shall be· taken
Mrs. Calvin Sanborn of Bethel visited side of his face Saturday.
at Mont Abbott's last week.
Oliver McAllister had the misfortune and the other left."
Mr. and Mrs Charlie Keed of East to fall on the ice aud break his arm in
January is leaving in such a way as to
remind us that he is a winter month.
Bethel are receiving congratulations on two places.
the birth of a daughter Jan. 29th.
Harry Morey has had the chicken pox.
Mr. A. W. Bryant an*! Azel Bryant
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazelton, Harry
Those on the sick list at this date are
are at work in the saw mill at Bryant's Morey and
Cora Scribner visited at
Richardson's
Chas.
Pond.
Parris Paige's Wednesday.
family, Arthur
The basker bill teams began practice
Mrs. A. B. Washburn visited her Noyés, Mrs. Seweil Millett, Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Curtis, Archie Bdgerly and a Finn
Saturday evening.
niece, Mrs. Merle Morse.
School closed Friday, Jan. 24tb, after
The friends of Herbert Pierson were family of eight living on Young Hill.
We hope that Miss very much shocked to hear of his sud- Scarcely enough well ones to care for
a successful term
Littlehale will teach the next term.
den death, which toot place at Lewie- the sick.
Freeland Herrick and wife of Paris
Pomona Grange will be at Bryant's ton about three weeks ago of typhoid
Pond Tuesday, Feb. 4th. An all-day pneumonia.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Will
will
Yates.
be held.
meeting
Mr. Robinson, who has been here for
Ernest Curtis has cut the ice for the
The V. I. S. Whist Club was enter- live weeks and boarded at Parris Paige'*·,
tained by Mr. and Mrs. Dana Grant on has now gone to Lovcll.
neighborhood, also for several people at
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Knight and Delia the village.
Thursday evening. It was a cold night,
Aldon Doughty, who recently died of
but all who were there felt repaid for Watson have all had the grippe.
their walk in the cold wind by the warm
Edith Knight has gone to her work consumption while in Colorado, was
brought home Thursday for burial.
reception received froni the host and his again.
wite. There were three tables. First
Age 32 years.
Kuth
Stowell
won
Miss
Ed Mann of Bryant's Pond was at the
were
East Sumner.
by
pri/.es
of G. W. Doughty this week.
and Frank Frost, and by hard playing
home
say thai the order of Knights
Reporte
Do not boast of escaping the prevailMrs. Fred Penley and I.ola Foster secur- of
are to hold weekly meeting··
Pythias
ills and enjoying the best of health
ed the boobies. Next meeting with Mr. at the
Grange Hall on Thursday even- ing
to the less fortunate ones, as the writer
and Mrs. Frank Frost, Feb. 13th. All
ings.
then get taken down a notch by
are invited.
Sumner for a back rural town is not did,
devoid of social gatherings. At present being sick a week wi'h tonsilitis.
Denmark.
A poverty supper was had at the City
there are meetings of the Grange, the
Mrs. Henry Harnden is reported as
of Pythias, the G. A. R. Post, Wednesday evening.
Knights
house
in
BrownThe
leap year ball was well attended
very sick at her son's
the Relief Corps, and four ladies' circles.
a
time is reported.
fleld.
These gathering» are usually well attend- and good
Mr. W. H. Swan at the Maplewood is ed. Church attendance is increasing of
Mr.
Hebron.
haviug another bad sick spell.
late when preaching services are held.
Swan has been an invalid the past three Rev. S. C. Baton of the
There is a dearth of news this week.
Bangor Semiyears, has been under the care of twenty- nary is expected to supply the CongreIn Harper's Weekly of Jan. 18th, an
two different physicians, bnt none have
gational pulpit next Sabbath, Feb. 9th article, "The passing of 300 Mulberry
been able to hejp him.
His services are much appreciated and Street," was of great interest to us. It
Apples are selling for $i per barrel in it seems to be the general desire to was our fortune to bo living in New
this town.
York at the time of the draft riot in
secure him for a pastor.
The traveling in this section has been
1803, and that dreadful week is (till fresh
something dreadful the past week.
in our memory. No one not there can
West Lovell.
back
has
K.
Mrs. Jnlia
Shorey
gone
have any idea of it. The firing of canQuite a number from this way attendto Naples, nursing in the family of Mr.
alarm
ed the institute at Charles Hall's Jan. nons, the constant ringing of
L iwrence.
bells, mingled with the shrieking of the
23d, and felt well paid for their visit.
with
Alexander Laroque and Daniel Mc- mob, the burning of baildings
East Brownfleld.
threats that your own home would be
Allister have had to stop logging for
In a recent communication from the
are
not
easily forgotten.
things
want of snow. Mr. Laroque is getting burned,
post office department, our postmistress, his wood and Mr. McAllister is drawing Some of our dearest friends were memMrs. Hattie M. Sanborn, was asked to
then famous 7th Regt., N. G.
of
the
bers
wood to the village.
N. Y. S which was recalled from the
suggest that rural delivery patron· keep
Mrs. D. W. Nichols has had the
on band a supply of stamps for their
front to aid the police in quelling the
grippe.
riot. The office of the New York Tribpossible needs, which would be more
Roscoe and Oris LeBaron are cutting
to the second story
convenient for the carrier than to collect
wood for the LeBarons at the village une was barricaded
the change.
windows with bales of paper making a
and board at home.
All schools excepting the high school
Street car tracks were
Miss Bessie McKeen has left W. S. good protection
closed last week.
torn up and no colored person was safe
Fox's and Mabel Smith is assisting in
Mrs. L. A. Cole ia very sick.
on the street.
We know one small boy
the work until they can get a girl.
who hid in the ooal bins three day·. In
Mason.
East 29th Street, then a good residence
Albany.
street, a cannon waa set and fired into
Jesse Bennett has moved into the
Mr. W. 71. Rice, who bad a partial the mob. The police force at that time,
George Westleigh house owned by Ε. H.
his ander
Morrill. He is cutting timber for J. A. shock Jbn. 22d, partially recovered
Superintendent Kennedy, was very
senses, but kept sinking and had another efficient. A few members of the 7th,
McKenzie.
from which he did who were left in the city, formed a comA. E. Tyler is helping bis son Maurice shock January 26th
not recover consciousness, and passed pany and led by a substantial officer,
haul his piue logs.
28th. He was fought to aid the police, but a wave of
Fannie Weetluigh bas gone to Portland away at 6:30 a.m., Jan.
knew him, and will be relief passed over as all when the
to consult a specialist in regard to her liked by all who
gallant
was 7th marched
through the atreeta on ita
I missed from the community. He
lameness.
number
a
leaves
He
old.
large
return. One auch experience will do
S. E. Haselton is helping S. A. G rover 76 years
of relative· to moan hie death.
(orna.
haul palp timber.
I
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grandmother

Buckfield.

The body of Delwin Mora·, the oldeat
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hermon Moree, of
this town, wm brought here for burial
from
Pittsfield,
accidentally killed
working in the
by a falling
woods. The fanerai was held Sunday at
the home of Mr. Morse's parents, Rev.
Mr. Pottle officiating. Mr. Morse leaves

Saturday

afternoon

where Mr. Moree

was

tree while

wife.
Mr. David Record and Harry Record
sustained severe cuts about the bead
Saturday morning by being thrown from
a democrat wagon and striking on the
became
horse
frozen ground. The
and
frightened near the railway station
jumped, throwing the seat with the two
men to the ground. The horse ran down
through the village and was thrown
down in making the turn by the store of
Morrill & Cole and was caught before he
could get another start.
Mrs. Ellen Thomes is quite seriously
ill at her home.
Rev. Mr. Littlefleld of Sbutesbury,

a

KEPT WITHIN BOUNDS.

HISTORY OF JTAPESTRY.

The Art War Known to th· Ancient
Greek· and Egyptian·.
Flemish artiste are believed to have
been the first to make tapestry for use
ns a covering for walls. The art Itself
Is certainly very ancient, many pt the
hangings used in Egypt and Greece
belug considered true tapestry. Its
history is obscure, but it

subsequent

evidently maintained

a

lingering

ex·

lsteuce in the east nntil the Saracens
revived It and brought it to Europe.
Tapestry was used by the Saracens
only as drapery or curtains for the
Embroidery
courts of their houses.
appears to have served for this purpose in northern Europe until after
the twelfth century, and much of the
work of this period was really embroidery, such as the Incorrectly named
Bayeux tapestry. It was in the fourteeuth century that tapestry began to
be largely made in Flanders, where the

Mass., occupied the Baptist pulpit, Sunday, the 26th.
Mr. Benj. Spaulding spent Sunday weaving industry became very imporwith Stanley Bisbee in Rumford Palls.
time
that
At
twenty-seven
tant
Mrs. Sadie Barlow has re-opened the
Btreets were occupied by the weavers
millinery store, formerly occupied by
were

Mrs. Laura Murch, with an entire new
stock of goods.
Miss Clara Withington has been visiting her sister, Mrs. L. M. Irish, at West

60,000
of Ghent. In 1382 there
weavers In Louvaln and more still at
Very few samples of fourYpres.
teenth centurj tapestry remain, but
those that have come down to the
present day closely resemble contemporary wall painting. During the latter part of the fifteenth century the

Paris, during the past week.
A reception was tendered the members
of the Buckfield Literary Club and invited guests at Nezinecot Hall Prlday
evening by the members of the Nezinecot
History Club. The hall was tastefully golden

club colore and
American flags. The entertainment consisted of readings by Miss Eva E. Conant,
vocal solos by Mr. Arthur Hall, and a
duet by Mrs. Raweon and Mr. Warren.
Dainty refreshments of sandwiches,
olives, cake, coffee and ice cream were
served, after which there were games of
various kinds. About 120 were present
and a delightful time was enjoyed by all.
The following committees had charge of
the affair and the success of it was due
to their untiring efforts: committee on
decoration, Mrs. Tuttle, Mrs. Cloutier,
Mrs. Murch; entertainment, Mrs. RawMrs.
son, Miss Prince; refreshment,
Spaulding, Mrs. Waite, Mrs. Warren,
Miss Dorman.
decorated with the

North Buckfield.
Georgie and Florence Warren

Mrs.
have been very sick with the grippe, as
also Mre. Jane Heald, but all are improving at this writing.
The body of Mr. Delwin Morse of
Hartland, who was killed by the falling
of a tree while working in the woods,
was brought to his father's, Mr. Hermon
Moree'e, Saturday, from which the funeral took place Sunday at 1 o'clock r.
μ
conducted by Rev. Mr. Pottle.
this
and surrounding
Farmers in
places have finished harvesting their ice.
Friends of Dr. Heald and wife in this
place are pained to learn of the illness of
their little daughter Alice.
Oscar Turner and wife of Hartford
have been visiting relatives in this place.
Mrs. Caroline Sturtevant of Turner
and son Will have been stopping at Mr.
Merton Warren's a few days.
David and Harry Record got their
heads quite badly cut by being thrown
from their wagon near the station at
Buckfield.

age of tapestry existed, especially in BrugP i and Arras. The Flemish
tapestries of that time are models of
textile art. The color Is rich, the decorative effect strong, the drawing and
composition graceful, and the whole
arrangement shows consummate skill
In endeavoring to meet the exigencies
of the loom and at the same time the
aesthetic requirements of wall decora-

tion.—Argonaut.

COOLNESS IN DANGER.
of an Engliah
Official In India.

Experience·

Military

Lieutenant Henderson was
the natives of the Gold
Coast hinterland they got Into a
wordy discussion as to how they would
The victim listened awhile
kill him.
till he was weary of it. "Oh, well,"
he said, "I can't be bothered with your
arguments] I'm very sleepy. Let me
When

captured by

know when you have made up your
And off to sleep he went
minds."
The unexpected performance saved his
life. Ills calm Indifference persuaded
Samory's men that they had to do with
some one of Immense Importance. Unwilling to take on themselves the responsibility for his death, they sent
him unharmed to Samory's court, in

the Jlininl country.
Once again Lieutenant Henderson
saved himself by a like exhibition of
He found Samory on a
courage.

miMMCE IE

pline
ject In

that earlier day.
Several of the great Jurist's nieces
were in the habit of visiting biro, and
as they were young and attractive the
house bccatne a rendezvous for the

FEBRUARY

North Paris.
Mrs. Wm. Sbedd of Portland visited
ber parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Childs,
Jan. 19.
Δ number in this neighborhood bave
been sick with bad colds.
Mr. Λ. D. Andrews is visiting his sister, Mrs. Charles Perkins, in Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews and
Beatrice have been sick.
Eunice Oowell is on the sick list, also
Ε. E. Field.
Miss Lavina Starbird is at work for A.
D. Andrews.
Wilson's Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Traverse of Errol
were in town Sunday.
Mrs. Merton Kilgore of Newry was at
W. L. Pickett's Sunday and Monday.
Mrs. Ilelen Bird was carried to Colebrook Monday and was operated on for
appendicitis at that place Monday nigbt.
A. C. Bennett moved his family to
Errol Tuesday.
Mrs. Bessie Olson was called to Errol
last week by the illness of ber daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. George Nason have gone
to Boston. He will get an engine for
his boat while there.
Lovell.

h Sea Animal With Heart, Liver and
Kidneys Like a Sheep.

esteem

as

a

physician.
Norway

Lake.

Mr. and Mrs. Will Wood came to her

father's, Asa Frost's, the 28tb, to visit

for a few days.
W. S. Partridge is again at the store
after his attack of grippe, and other
members of the family are recovering.
Many are sick around here, whole
families in many cases.
Our school has not been much affected
by the prevailing epidemic as yet.
Mrs. Dorcas Barrows died on the
morning of Feb. 2d, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. W. S. Partridge. She
had been seriously ill but a very short
time.

Colby Miller, aged 12, and bis team of
little steers were prominent factors in
the ice bueinees at Wilton last week.
Says a correspondent from that village,
"The steers were attached to a small
sled and hauled two cakes of ice weighing 250 pounds each. Master Miller
made three trips during the day and
hauled the ice to bis home on the Temple road. He is 12 years of age and bas
broken the steers himself. He also bas
a pair of yearling heifers that he bas
broken and does a good job hauling
wood with them. He is very quiet with
his team and does not whip or pound
them. As a result they seem anxious
to do what be wants them to and are
easily handled. Master Miller is a
model teamster and a good example for
many older ones to follow. When be
was driving through the village for his
load of ice some of bis little friends had
much sport

sled."

riding

upon

the

RANK FOOLISHNESS.
"When attacked by a cough or

empty

a

cold,

when your throat Is sore, it is rank
foolishness to take any other medicine
than Dr. King's New Discovery," says
C. O. Eldridge of Empire, Ga. "I have
used New Discovery seven years and I
know it Is the best remedy on earth for
coughs and colds, croup and all throat
and lung troubles. My children are
subject to croup, but New Discovery
quickly cures every attaok." Known
or

the world over aa the King of throat and
lune remedies. Sold ander guarantee
at F. A. Sbnrtleff A Co.'s drug store.
60c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

month. Should a man really
want 500 tons of pig Iron he obtains a
warrant which authorizes him to take
500 tons out of store; and he will be required to pay for the metal within
the month.
Supposing a man buys in the expectation that he will be able to sell the
pig iron at a higher price than is ruliug.
he buys warrants according to his
means, and he has a month for things
to mature. Should the price of pig go
up during the month he is able to sell
his bargaiu to another man, and he
pockets the difference, although he
has never laid down any money In real
once

a

coin.
Should things go wrong with him
and prices go down, then he Is obliged
to pay the difference between the price
at which he bought the pig and the
price at which he is able to sell It, and
so be
sustains a loss.—I^ondon Answers.

A Lost Art.
A Itk-hmond housekeeper had occasion many times to employ a certain
odd character of the town known as
Aant Cecilia Cromwell.
The old woman had not been seen In
the vicinity of the house for a long
time until recently, when the lady of
the house said to her:
"Good morning. Aunt Cecilia. Why
aren't you washing nowadays?"
"It's dis way, Miss Annie," replied
Aunt Cecilia Indulgently. "I's been out
o* wuhk so long dat now, when I can
■*uhk, I finds I's lost mah tas'e to' It"

-Lippincott's.

Whan It Ritas.

Teacher (of geography class)—Name
the largest city on the Ohio river.
Shaggy Haired Pupil
Cincinnati,
•na'am, but It ain't on the Ohio river
>nly part of the time. Teacher—In—

leed! Where Is It the rest of the time?
A Blddeford teacher, Miss Elizabeth
Shaggy Haired Pupil—In it—Chicago
died
had
3. Knight, who
Monday,
taught!1 rrlbune.
tor 40 yean In th· same room.

must

oblige

Opportunity.

So Now is Your

Fur Coats, Fur Lined Coats, Ulsters, Overcoats,
Reefers, Lamb Lined Coats, Heavy Trousers,
Russian Vests, Underwear at a liberal discount

from former

prices.

BUY A ISTEW SUIT.

be kept within bounds."
In Virginia houses of the better class,
notwithstanding their almost boundless hospitality, the calls of young inei·
In that day were strictly held within
limit. No one was received as a visitor
to an unmarried girl unless Ills antecedents and character were well known

We will not quote pi ices now but will promise you a
Youths'
discount of $i to $5 on Men's Winter Suits.
Children's Suits
Suits and Overcoats $1 to $2.50 oil'.
and Overcoats 40c. to

$1 oft'.

By Helping Us You Will Help Yourself.

to her parents.

F. H. NOYES CO.

Why He Never Married.
A mat I net· girl from Chicago looked
of
up from a I out aud painful study
one of Clyile Pitch's autographed sen
liment^ into that author's face.
".Mr. Fitch." she began mournfully.
"1 know why you lnve not married."
"Tell me. I would like to know."
"Certainiy. it must have happened
this way: You wrou· a proposal of

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

Driving Coats

Fur

AT LESS THAN COST.

to a beautiful leading wo
in one of your companies. You
should have proposed In person. Bui
you wrote. She couldn't read your
writing and thought It was a dismissal from the company. Slit drowned
herself, and you are still unmarried."
The dramatic author thoughtfully

marriage
man

larger stock of these on
going to oft'er greater
ride nothing can give you

to the warm season we have a

Owing

hand than usual and

bargains

than

ever

consequently

we are

If you

before.

greater comfort than one of these driving
universal verdict of those who are fortunate

rolled a cigarette.
"It is as good a reason as I know,"

This is the

coats.

enough

to

own

one.

responded.—Pittsburg Dispatch.

...

His Discovery.
A one armed man sat down to his
noonday luncheon In a little restaurant
the other day, and seated on the right
of him was a big, sympathetic Individual from the rural district. The big
fellow noticed his neighbor's left sleeve
and kept eying him lu a sort of howThe one armed
did-lt-happen way.

THE BALANCE OF OUR

...

CLOTH COATS
WE HAVE DIVIDED INTO TWO LOTS.

...

Lot No.

prices

can

$3.00.

ι

last but

a

Lot No.

short time

2

so

Both lots

$5.00.

call

early

are

...

small and at these

and get first choice.

Remember the White Sale holds until Feb. 8th.
Yours

Sincerely,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

NOTICE.
TO TUE PEOPLE OF

SOUTH PARIS

All persons in South Paris must hold
themselves responsible for any weakness
or suffering caused from old age, chronic

I

ν

V

The fur seal is a laud animal of per- coughs or colds, bronchitis, weak lungs,
stomach troubles,
verted tastes, wlio, living at sea, has run-down conditions,
nervousness or poor blood when we are
had his paws changed into flippers
willing to sell them the real cod liver
very like the long black kid gloves of preparation, Yinol, and return their
a woman. Ifls huart, liver and kidneys money if it does not beneQt.
The reason Vinol is so successful in
are exactly the same as those of a
health and creating strength is
restoring
his
but
sheep aud Just lis good to eat,
because it contains in addition to tonic
flesh, although just like fat mutton to iron all the medicinal elements of cod
look at, is rank and distasteful from liver oil actually taken from fresh cods'
his habit of eating flsh. The whole livers, but without oil or grease to upset
and retard its work.
package is put up in a parcel of thick the stomach
Unlike old-fashioned cod liver oil and
white fat to keep the body warm,
emulsions, it is deliciously palatable,
while from the skin grows a heavy
agreeable to the weakest stomach, therecrop of beautiful brown fur, protected fore, unequalled as a strength creator
with large flat oil ^tearing hairs, mak- and tonic reconstructor.
A member of the firm of F. A. Sburting u glossy surface which slides
leff A Co., our local druggists, says: "It I
through the water without friction.
of what
Perfectly fearless, overflowing with is because we know so well
is made that we ask every runfun, a perfect little athlete, marvelous- Vinol
nervous, debilitated, aged or weak
ly strong, the fur seal is the most de- down, in South Paris, and every person
person
lightful of all wild creatures. But, alsuffering from stubborn colds, banging
thuugh they live at sea, the seals, l>e- on congbs, bronchitis or incipient conand
in
skin
clothed
fat,
ing heavily
sumption to try Vinol on our guarantee."
hair, And the temperate latitudes much P. A. Sliurtleff & Co., Druggirite, South
too warm for comfort during the sum- Paris, Maine.
mer months. Since they cannot shed
their garments like ourselves, they
migrate to a subarctic climate, gathering in Immense multitudes where there
Their
are fisheries to support them.
ration ta fifty pounds of cod every
day, which for a creature the size of ο
Bheep is considerable.—Exchange.

of the stores.
An. immense amount of gambling Is
done In connection with "pig." as pig
Iron is popularly known. Warrants for
pig are made out In units of 500 tons,
and payment Is made for the warrants

Clothing.

are

we

and

dinner.
"Gentlemen, dinner will be served at
half past 4 o'clock. It Is now 4. Ills
honor will i>e pleased if you will remain, and covers have been laid for
you at the table. If yon cannot remain. will you [tormit the young ladles
to retire to prepare for the meal?"
The gentlemen usually took their
leave, and the ladles retired in an ill
humor, but any remonstrance with Joseph was only answered by: "It Is the
rule of the house. Young folks must

the degree team of
Kezar Valley Lodge, I. Ο. O. F., accompanied by others to the number of
thirty, went to Fryeburg on invitation of
Fryeburg lodge and worked the second
degree on two members. Fryeburg
Gambling In Metal.
lodge served an elegant oyster supper
and the evening was much enjoyed.
Gambling in metal is done by means
Mrs. S. L. Plummer is quite sick at of
buyiug and selling warrants, these
present. Miss Grace Plummer attends being the notes for specified quantithe central of the citizons' line for her.
ties of metal held in stock.
There is much sickness about here,
The basis of the gambling is that In
mostly colds and the grippe.
Mrs. C. H. Brown went to Norway many businesses it is often necessary
Friday on account of the death of Dr. to buy ahead large quantities of metal.
A. N. French. Dr. French was in active When things are slack large stocks acpractice here for many years before go- cumulate, while as soon as things being to Norway, and was held in high come more brisk the metal is taken out

Thursday evening

deep cut into our prices
Owing to the mild and open

ist we made a

to confess our stocks are too
No
if prices can do it.
be
reduced
heavy
doubt you will need heavy clothing more the next six
weeks than any time previous this winter.

winter

would announce:
"Ladles, his honor the chief Justice
has retired to his room to prepare foi

between Great Britain
medan power.—London Scraps.

THE FUR SEAL.

all Winter

on

throne, surrounded by 4,000 warriors,
on
yet when motioned to do homage
his hands and knees he did nothing of
the sort. Ile simply sat on the tlirona
beside Samory, shaking that monarch mau failed to break the Ice, but conEast Waterford.
warmly by the hand. Thanks to this, tinued to keep busy with his one hand
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Rolfe and Mr. and
to nothing else, he was accepted
eupplying the inner man. At last the
Mrs. J. B. Haskell drove to South Paris and
as the representative of a great sovthe
to
attend
funeral
of
their
Inquisitive one on the right could stand
Sunday
to
doomed
ereign instead of a captive
It no longer. lie changed his position
niece, Florence Haskell.
the
of
lie talked to Samory
Mr. and Mrs. S. Augustus Lord of death.
a little, cleared his throat aud said.
Lewiston and Mrs. Elizabeth Edgerlejr of queen, and Samory talked to hlui. Thus "I see, sir, you have lost an arm."
as
South Paris were at G. A. Miller's Jan. a mission which might have ended,
whereupon the unfortunate man pick25. Mr. Lord has purchased the island so
many African missions have ended, ed up the empty sleeve with his right
in Island Pond of Mrs. Will Shaw of
In a terrible silence and a suspicion of hand, peered into it. looked up with a
South Paris, and will have the lumber
horrors, did, In fact, end
•urprised expression and said, "By
hauled immediately for a summer cot- unspeakable
in a valuable basis of future relations George, sir. you're riciit."
in
be
built
the
to
tage
spring.
a
Mohamand
Mrs. Helen Crooker is visiting her
brother, J. W. Atherton. lier daughter,
Mrs. Annie Emery of Locke's Mills, has
also been there a few days.
Wilma Millett of Sabatis is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. H.O. Rolfe.
Quite a number of cases of grippe
about here.
Most of the sick ones are
on the mend.

Clothing.

Winter

leading young men of the city during
the afternoons. Judge Marshall's black
major doiuo, old Uncle Joseph, held a
tight rein upon these visitors. Every
day at 4 o'clock he wojld appear at
the door of the drawing room In spotless livery and with a profound bow

be

^ |

BLUE STORES.

==

In Virginia In Chief
Justice Marshall'· Day.
In an old biography of Chief Justice
Marshall there is un anecdote which
gives a significant hint of the discito which young people were sub-

Voung People

Λ<Γ

w·

^rAMOUS

S/yo£i ro* WoM£N

Winter Models
THE NEW WINTER STYLES OF

"QUEEN QUALITY"
^

are

SHOES

—ι..

here in geat variety. All

the new Smart Shapes in
the best leathers are included in the assortment.
These beautiful winter modela will delight every
who obseives the niceties of dress. It will
to explain to you personally the
us

woman

pleasure

give

many merits of the

'-QUEEN QUALITY" Shoes.

Prices $2.50 and $3.50.
J.

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

/Λ \
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» à

)owKeY's ODD LOT SALE
"NAMC

ON

CVCRV PIECC"

[Chocolate Bonbons]
Always Delicious—Pure—

Wholesome—Digestible
One Box will make
A

Happy

Home!

Every Sealed Package guaranteed
Fresh and Full Weight
Faacy Boxet mad BatkêfÊ Ια esclutlre
dMlgaë—tor ΟIftm
THE WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
Makers of Cocoa and Chocolate·

BOSTON, MASS.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s&.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
Nlckola St.,

SOUTH PARIS. 11

CARPET ROOM DEPARTMENT
A

Large Lot of Mattings
3

yards

on

to 15

the dollar.

yards

in

a

piece

at 50 cents

Linoleums
A lot of short lengths, 3 to 15
wide at 2-3 price.

yards, 8-4

Wool Carpets

A number of small rolls, 5 to 15

cost and less.

yards,

at

Lace Curtains
Odd lots of Lace Curtains,
pairs of a kind at 1-3 off the

one

to three

regular price.

CALL AND 2>EE THEM.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
8S BCARKBT flQUARSI,

±

Ifte Φχΐσνά

iemocvxt

Well, February Is

us snow.

kind to as, and sends

Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Cheebro entertained the Brotherhood Bible claea

NOBtfAY.

Maine News Note*.

Don't Hiss the

Born.

The Time

In Bethel, Jin. 25. to the wife of Wlnflcld Ham,
CHURCHES.
ft *on and ft daughter.
The Democratic state convention will
Second Congregational C'nurch, Rev. B. 3. twine,
In Brownfleld, Jan. 18, to the wife of Ned
A new oatalogue has just been printed be held at Bangor July 15.
Hideout, 1'aetor. Preaching service Sunday, Wentworth,
a eon.
P.
8.
Y.
12:00
10:30 A. M.; 8abbath School,
M.;
In East Sumner, Jan. 21, to the wife of Charles
Mre. Dr. Stewart visited her relatives at the Democrat office for the Methodist
Many more apples bave been shipped C. E., Sunday Evening, 6:30 P. M.; Social Meet- Bosworth,
School library.
a son.
Sunday
at
M.
Wales
«0
P.
a
few
7
Meeting,
POST
OFTIcR.
PARIS
last
week.
Prayer
; regular weekly
SOCTH
from Portland for transatlantic ports ing,
days
In Kaet Bethel, Jan 29, to the wife of Charles
v
evening.
mice Hour·: 7:30 a. m. to 7 Λ) r. u.
George H. Clark went to the hospital this season than in many previous years. Tuesday
Davie, Res'i, a daughter.
The Delta Alphas meet with Miss
Unlvorsallst Church, Rev. S. Q.
In Paris, Feb. i, to the wife of Henry Cumat Lewiston Saturday for examination
:30
at
10
on
Pastor. Preaching service
Sunday
Sara Swett Saturday evening, Feb. 8th.
a
Lewiseon.
mill
in
Two
rooms
of
the
Bates
A. M. Sabbath School, 12?»; Y. P.O. U. meet- mlngs,
for suspected appendicitis. Δη operaΟΚΛΝΙ) TRUNK RAILWAY.
The through trains from the west are tion was immediately performed, and he ton, employing 300 or 400 bands, about a ing, 7 KM P. M.
Commencing Sept. 29,1907,
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County P. of H. Mutual Fire
Company,

Winter Suits. We advise you
early before tlx; best is gone.

|.

j

to come

Snappy

South Paris

ji

$7.50

Savings Bank,

j1

«D

Overcoats

tui

!

Regular

plaids.

h

bf

j

price

ψΐν

Η. B. FOSTER,

whoj

ι
[
I

Γ u?\,V.aiDe

Pianos
Large Stock

J|

Compound Syrup

Hypophosphitos.

appetite, giving
supplying
especially

Pint

II

I

—■-·"■—Î-—"■-·"

of

Bottles

capable

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

30ΡΡΒΡΡΒΡΒ»ΘΡΡ»Ρ»&Ρ»ΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΡΡ»Ρ»ΡΡΒ·ΡΡΡ»··Ρ*

I

^rs

perfect

s

Organs.

of New Pianos and

Organs.

$175·

buy

j

good

playerpianos.

W. J. Wheeler,
BUllUgs BlOCli,

cents.

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
South Paris, Maine.

Great Mark=Down

Sale

OF

Trimmed and Untrimmed
and

hats.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Jt

DAVID

»ΐ„·."ι.οώ«

^rtMw.W

°l!U

""'jed

fS t°d
™?.!Uppo?ed

tdwa^s.

tscssSgl

; ÏÏiiett'Tirt
j

Winter Footwear,

Grarj^

MeîWtfln.

nilV'tj11

JOHN

Slippers,

MÙi

■

Γΐ,Γ i°/#tr*,n

''nnnahl

ώ».«ϋΐ!

XWJiWia.

L'V.V*4™

J"

Ready=to=Wear

everything

FIRST

CLASS

prices
Saturday
help Saturday

SHOE
nights

STORE,

Monday
6:15.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

House B'ock,

Norway, Maine,

■

The Ρuzzler

Your Sick Child

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

the first nation Peter visite<l were all
comfortable and happy because when
there was anything to be done they all
worked together. Each dkl his share
of the work and had his share of the
protits. Peter did not stay long with
the next nation he came to. because
they were in such a fright about something that they had nearly lost their
wits. The third nation was no better,

IN US· SS YEARS.

If worms are present they will be expelled. If no worms exist
wonderful medicine acts gently, yet positively, in toning
up the whole system to rugged health.
Portland. Mb.
Li*. J. F. Tar· Λ Co.
I .h.ii m the futur» know juat what to recommend to
others * tio are not feeling well ; Mortacb out of order,
heniUu'hc, poor appetite, or a bad cold. Y ear Elixir la
juat w hat ha* hefp*»l me out of thiaciaibtnatlon of bad
f re line». I Da<l uinl it ui m family for r«n and
knew of it* great worth, aa I had κ".Ten It to out
•mall children for de»troTtng worms ; for such it
β ta second to none. I want tot lank
you for it. a» It ha» cured me of
I all thoae lad feeling* and destroyed the cold I
had. Y<ur* truly,
Mr». E. A. Skoltleld.
Sold by all dealer»— 36··. SOc, and
*. Si Λ». Write for free
"Chiiirr*
Booklet
■■■· t thev Onttuet."
Dr. J. F.TRUE & CO.
Auburn. Me.
EateMlafccd 18*1.

for they were always seeing things
that did not exist.
Next Peter found a nation whose
people were so much interested In the
sprouting of seeds that they were like
the boys and girls who every day dig
up the seeds they have planted in their
gardens to see if they are growing.
The i>eople of the fifth nation Peter
visited he found so charming and
agreeable that it was hard for hiui to
leave them.

THE LARGE YIELD OF

—

Gasoline

Cylinder OiL

ι
No. 9.—Subtractions.
1. Subtract a letter from part of a
flower and have to confirm.
2. Subtract a letter from attenuated
and have a very useful metal.

that the farmers will receive large
of money in payment. Probably a
large share of this will be paid out in a
short time and there is no safer place to
keep it and no better way to pay it out
than by opening a checking account in
means

sums

Harrows,

Disk

No. 8.—Charade.
Is Just beyond the Kate;
second egoists must use;

first

Thihi· is oft the lookout's news;
Whole is called, an Island, though
I'm almost sure It Is not bo.

—

Apples

Spreaders,

Manure

My
My

Corn,

AND

No. 10.—Riddle.
jolly pood fellow am I.
Though cloudy or sunny the sky.
A

Sulky Plows.

General Line Farm Machinery.
A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

Bark Wanted.
At Canton, Maine. Will pay fair
cash value for the same, f. o. h. cars
We solicit your
Canton, Maine.

A friend In need
I am. indeed.
So hasten my name to spy.

Norway National Bank,
Norway, Mo.

No. 11.—Geographical Cube.
From 1 to 2. a bay south of Asia;
from 1 to 3. a sea west of Russia;
from 2 to 4. the city to which pussy
cat went to look at the queen; from
3 to 4. an island south of India; from
3 to 5. a country of North America;

There
The check serves as a receipt.
is no danger of loss by tire or theft. You
can always make the correct change
Y«.u can always obtain cash at the bank
There is nothing complicated or hard to
understand in keeping a bank account.
When you receive your checks for apples
.iud sweet corn, call in and let us convince you that it is for your interest and
protit to open an account with us.
vice to

Thirty-five years of successful
depositors.
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correspondence.

LYMAN W. SMITH CO.

2-7

E. W. (

ο

Builders' Finish !

5. ο

ο

ο

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any klnil of Ktnlah for lnelite or
Pine Lum
OuteUle work, een<l In your orders
ber "n«l Shingle» on han·! Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

M tche·'. liant Woo<l Kloor Roanls for sale.

W.

West Sumner,

I have

Maine.

—

Latest

Specialty.

FOR 5ALE.
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consiste of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
commanding a tine view. A spring of
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

REMEMBER!

A

DAILY
NEWSPAPER.

—

Horn,

PORTER,

A.

42ti
liai

trtct Court of the Unite*! Stales for the District
of Maine
L. MITCHELL, of Mexico. In
the County of Oxford, ami State of Maine,
In said District." respectfully represent» that on
the yth «lay of February, lauT, he was ilulj
re
adjudged bankrupt underthe Acte of Contrées
latlng to Bankruptcy; that he has <luly surren
lered all hie property ami rights at property,
with all the
lid ha- fully
Court touching
of Hl<l Acts and of the orders of *
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may lie decree*!
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against bis estate under said
as are ex
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts
cepled by law from such «llscharge.
Date** this £ίηΊ day of tan., A. I). 190S.
AUUCSTUS L. MiTCHKLL, Bankrupt.
OHUEIt OF XOTICE

1

iuc

No. 14.—Word Square.
1. A household article. 2. A foreign
country. 3. To ti\ the thoughts on. 4.
A block or tablet composed of sheets
of paper.

No. 15.—Points In History»
1. What famous city was saved by
the cackling of geeseV
2. What noted Scotchman evaded
pursuit by reversing his horse's shoes?
3. What "model merchant of the mid-

dle ages" was induced by a cat to try
to make his fortune?
4. For what English king is the black
and tau spaniel uamed?
5. What general rode a horse to the
top of a bell tower?
0. What famous horse was tralued

fourteen-year-old prince?
7. To what patriarch did a dove briug

by
a
1

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copv of iwtltlon and order thereon.
JAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk.
Attest

MYRON H. WATSOjS,

a

branch of olive?

At the Seashore.
"Hi. papa," cried Annie, who had
l»een digging In the sand until she had
reached water, "hurry up and see! 1
bave fouud auother ocean."

Piano Tuning and Fine Repairing.

Key to the Puzzler.
No.l.—Arlthmograph: Foremost, toes,

TEACHER OF TROMBONE.
Kefers

to

Charles D. Stacy, Boston.

Norway, Maine.

3$tf

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost ai·
good an a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie)
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
is a

and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper yon may ne kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only #1.50 per year, buiyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Both Papers One Year tor $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South l'aris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW-

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil'
you a free

uv

1

foregolng'petltlon,

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

bring

Liu intra

No. 13.—Diamond.
1. A letter in winter. 2. A popular
beverage. 3. One of the United States.
4. A kind of Ια I tel. 5. A letter in snow.

[L. ft.]

Me.

rui limit"

pictures suggest?—New England Ilouie-

THKREO.1.

DlSTRI'T OK MAINE. Si.
< >n this viSlI» «lay of Jan.. A. D. l'JOb, on rea*lIt Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be ha>!
A. D.
upon the saine on the Uth day of Feb.,
l!«.\ before said Court at Portland, In said Die
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; ami that no
tlce thereof be published In the Oxford Demo
am)
crat, a newspaper prlutcd In said District,
that ail knowu creditors, and other i>er*ons lb
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
not be granted
prayer of sal·! |>etlttoner should
And It le further ordered by the Court, That
known cred
all
mall
to
send
shall
the Clerk
by
Itors copies of said petition and this order, adresidence ar
of
their
at
to
them
dressed
places
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakenck Hale, Judge o'
the eat I Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In said District, on the iith day of Jan., Λ. D.

lug the

«ni r

steuil.

reijulreaienti·1

I9tfc*

Can afford to an·! wttl pay more for rage, rubber·, and metal than any stringer that calla to
your bou*e.
lie pay» from $5 to
per ton for Iron delivered to him here.
He buys folded newspaper*.
He 1» paying for mise·! rags, 1 cent a pound.
Rubber» according to market.
l'#ys market
price for bran sack».

AS

Improved

compiled

First-class work done.

GOOD

WITH THK

Al'UUSTUS

MANAGER.

AS

Phonographs

In the matter of
)
AUGUSTUS L. MITCHELL. (/n Hankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clakenck Hai e, Judge of the Die

EOWARD C. BEAN,

Norway,

stock of tht

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Hebron, Maine.

ALMOST

a

SOUTH PARIS.

Wayside Laundry,

a

6.

Come in and hear them.

W.

Is As ont for

Morris Klain,

received

just

Edison

PARIS,

Family Washings

ο

new

W. A. Porter,
SOUTH

ο

No. 12.—Name Puzzle.

CHANDLER,
....

ο

ο

from 4 to G, a city in New Hampshire;
from 5 to ·!. a town iu Michigan; from
2 to 7. the capital of a European country: from 7 tu G, a state that touches
California.

I will furnlitii DOORS anil WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

E.

7.

HANDLER,

and Job Work

sample

copy.

|

foster.
No. 2.—Illustra ted Dlagoual: Pumpkin. 1. Pegasus. 2. Turkey. 3. Saml4. Lamprey. 5. Cracker. »!. Jonseu.
quil. 7. Lantern.
Xo. 3.—Double Acrostic: Primais—
Sacramento.
Finals—Montgomery. 1.
Spasm. 2. Also. 3. Conjoin. 4. lictort.
5. Acecptlug. ti. Muscovado. 7. Epi10.
8. Neophyte.
0. Tender.
gram.
more,

Osteology.

No. 4.—Date Problem: 1008.
No. 5.—Linkade: Count, try. country.
No. 6.—Double Reheadiugs: 1. Ad-ore.
2. Ka-rest. 3. Te-acbes. 4. Al-ways.
5. De-part. ti. Es cape.

CHRONIC CONSTIPATION

Rojofflng
Ths above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildS. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located in the
h lit of tho city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
iis;m Paroid for ftibles, barracks, warehouses, etc.

ing, U.

finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses* warehouse, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easvto lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer..
What is good for the Government will be good foryon. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Send ft 2 cant sump tor book of Bp-to-d*l« poultry aad tara boildiag plana

CURED.

One who suffers from chronic constipation is in danger of many serious ailments. Orioo Laxative Fruit
Syrup
cures chronic constipation as it aids digestion, and stimulates the liver and
bowels, restoring the natural action of
these organs. Commence taking it today and you will feel better at once.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does not
nauseate or gripe and is very pleasant to
take. Refuse substitutes. For sale by
all druggists.
"How shall we announce our engagement?"
"Tell a couple of your girl friends and
make them promise not to tell."
Sufferers

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.
Correspondence on topics of Interest to the

ladles

Malnf Boy In Florida.

HOW HIS

Is solicited. Address : Editor HomkmakerV
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me

DBEAM

HI8 OWN

OF

HAS

A

COMB

BAILB0AD

OP

TBUK.

boy'· dream that came true ia the
reason why all the car· on Henry U.
^Desserts Made from the Apple.
There is no other fruit which lends it- Flagler's Florida East Coast railroad are
No. 7.—Around the World.
self to such a variety of ways of cooking painted yellow. The boy need to lire la
Iu his trip around the world Peter
as the useful, healthful, luscious apple. the town of Oxford in Maine, and at his
Porter visited different nations. Here The
following recipes area little differ- old home there he would sit by the hour
The people of ent from the time-honored
are a few of them.
apple desserts and watch the trains go by. He would

can't tell yon what it has or bow it feels—it only shows it is
sick and miserable. If it is restless and peevish, doesn't sleep
well, has pains in the stomach and bowels or has an erratic
appetite the trouble undoubtedly is stomach or pin worms.
Give the little one a few doses of that famous old life saver

Sweet

A

wbo

say

they have tried

everything without benefit are the people we are looking for. We want them
to know from glad experience that Ely's

Cream Balm will conquer Cold in the
Head, Hay Fever, and obstinate forms of
Nasal Catarrh. This remedy acts directly on the inflamed, sensitive membranes.
Cleansing, soothing and healing. One
trial will convince you of its healing
power. Price 50c. All druggists, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street,
New York.

found on most tables and may prove dream of the time when be should be a
valuable for that reason.
man, and declare to himself that some
day he would bave a railroad and all the
APPLB BICE CROQUETTES.
cars should be painted yellow.
Put one cup of boiled rice through a
For the boy was born to be a railroad
colander; add one-half cup of flour sifted man, although be did not find it out for
with one teaapoonful of baking powder.
a
good many years. His name was
Stir into tbie one beaten egg and suffiR. Parrott, and he grew np like
cient milk to make it of the consistency Joseph
thousands of other boys in other country
of biscuit dough. Peel, core and quarter
who also have their own dreams.
four large apples. Drop into apricot or towns,
In time he went to college, to Yale,
flat
a
other fruit jam. Grease
baking- where be made a name for himself in the
pan. and drop a spoonful of the rice into
that require courage and endurthe ap sports
of
one
fork
lift
out
this. With a
He rowed in the crew from *82 to
ance.
on
it
the
jam, place
pie quarters from
and was known as one of the best
ihe rice and drop another spoonful of 185,
in college. That was before the
rice on this. Press gently with the flat boxerq
of football supremacy.
blade of a knife; lift carefully and roll day
On graduating be decided to take up
gently between the palms of your bande, the practice
of law In the state of Florida,
lirst liberally flouring tbem. Now roll
where connection offered with a firm of
η tine bread crumbs, then in beaten egg
who were counsel for the Jacktod again in bread crumbs, and fry to a attorneys
Tampa and Key West Railway.
golden brown in deep boiling fat. Serve sonville,
The leading member of the lirm was of
hot with lemon sauce or cream and
the school who thought offensive litigasugar.
tion neceeeary to demonstrate the use of
Mr.
WITH
BICE.
BAKED APPLES
a legal department to a railroad.
Core Parrott, being of an aggressive nature,
Select large, perfect apples.
in eighteen months
carefully, sprinkle with sugar and grated tried more cases
in the county
nutmeg, and All each cavity witb cold than any ten other lawyers
boiled rice; place in a tightly covered together.
In 1888, he was appointed counsel for
Cover
stoae or enamel baking dish.
with asyrup made from one cup of sugar the road, and after the yellow fever
and half a cup of water, one teaspoonful epidemic of 1880, he became general
of butter and a little grated lemon rind. counsel. At this time the Jacksonville,
Cover closely and bake slowly for one Tampa and Key West road was merged
hour. Serve hot or cold with any pre· with the Florida Southern system, controlled by Henry M. Flagler, and the
fened dressing.
next year the combined systems went
APPLE CUSTABD MEBINGUE.
into the hands of a receiver. Mr. Parrott
Pare and grate four large, juicy apples. was appointed receiver for the Florida
Cover with a quarter cup of sugar and Southern, and here, in the handling of
season witb nutmeg and a little lemon this system, be gained hie first experince
juice. Make a custard witb the yolks of as a practical railroad administrator.
two eggs, one cup of milk, one teaspoon- The receivership did not last long, for
ful of corn starch, mixed witb a little of Mr. Flagler succeeded in withdrawing
ihe milk, a quarter of a cup of sugar and hie road from the combination, and in
When thick, June, 1892, Mr. Parrott resigned as ret tableepoonful of butter.
idd the grated apple and mix thorough- ceiver and became Vice-President and
ly. Line a deep pie-plate with a rich General Counsel of the Flagler road and
pie cruet. Spread a thin layer of apple- also of the Florida East Coast Canal
Pour Company.
>r plum-butter over the bottom.
in the apple mixture and bake until the
One of his first official acts was to
crust is done. Whip the whites of tho order all the care painted a shade of yeleggs, with two tablespoonfuls of pow- low that borders close on orange. Mr.
dered sugar, till they will stand alone. Flagler has since often epoken to his
Spread over the pie and return to the friends of the ''Determination of that
>ven till the meringue is a golden brown. man Parrott," and related the story of
Serve cold with cheese.
the small boy in Maine that bad been
told him by a friend some years before.
APPLE FBOTII.
In April, 1804, the Florida East Coast
Make a wine jelly from any good re- Railway was extended as far south as
cipe, or, if preferred, a rich, thick cus- Palm Beach, and so well pleased was
tard may be used. Fill sherbet cups Mr. Flagler with the work of "that man
hree-quarters full with the jelly or cus- Parrott" that he made him Vice-Presitard and set away on ice. When ready dent and General Manager of all his
•o serve, heap the following mixture in Florida undertakings.
each glass, dropping a candied cherry on
The Florida East Coast Hotel Company
each. Pare and core eix large apples. was formed in 1807, and three years later
Place over the fire with just enough Mr. Parrott also took active charge of
water to prevent burning.
Stew till this enterprise as its President and
tender and ruu through a fine wire sieve; brought about changes which have since
sweeten with eugar and set away to cool. placed the hotels operated by the comBeat ,the whites of two eggs very stiff; pany on a paying basis. In 1001 he bewhip one cup of thick cream; add the came President of still another Flagler
egg and two tablespoonfuls of powdered organization, the Peninsular and OcciCompany, which
sugar, and flavor with a few drops of dental Steamship
rose water.
Now stir in lightly the pre- operates the marine transportation lines
of the East Coast system.
pared apples.
As Vice-President and General ManROYAL APPLE srONGE.
ager of tho Florida East Coast Railway,
Line a glass serving dish with halves Mr. Parrott for the past three years has
of stale lady fingers; pare and core ten had absolute charge of the construction
arge apples and cook till transparent in of the extension of the road now under
This
λ cupful of sugar, melted in a half cupway from Miami to Key West.
ful of water. Make a custard from one work has been one of great difficulty,
cupful of milk and the yolks of three for many ocean channels have to be
eggs, beaten with three tablespoonfuls of crossed in carrying the road through the
sugar. Blanch and pound in a mortar Florida Keys, and the task is unlike any
one cupful of almonds, and cover with ever before attempted by railroad engiIt has been pronounced second
one or two drops of almond extract. neers.
Whip one cupful of rich cream with a only to the Panama Canal in importance
spoonful of sugar. Add the almonds. aean engineering feat. Yet so energeticVow whip this into the cold custard; ally has the construction been hurpour the apples into the dish, taking ried on that the road is already completthan two-thirds of the
care not to disarrange the lady fingers; ed over more
pour over all the custard mixture, and way, a year ahead of the date set in the
place on ice thirty minutes before serv- original plans.
Mr. Flagler now tells his friends that
mg.
"That man Parrott will soon have my
CRYSTALLISED APPLES.
yellow cars running into Key West and
Make a syrup of one cup of sugar, a from there by ferry to Cuba, but I will
rind
half cup of water and the juice and
wager a guess that he never dreamed of
if one lemon. Peel and quarter six exporting those visions of his boyhood
large, red-skinaed apples; place them in days."
λ Boston bean-jar and cover with the
When Love Is Young.
(»yrup. Cover closely and bake slowly
for two or three hours. If they cook too
They bad reached that stage of the
fast, they will go into a soft sauce. They eqgagement when there ia usually more
-should be a clear, dark red when done, or less
speculation as to the future on
ind should not be disturbed during the the
part of the bride-to-be.
Serve cold with
process of cooking.
"It doesn't seem, Tom, dear, that we
cream.
They are very rich and only a could ever speak a cross word to each
little can be eaten at one time.
other, does it, dearest?" she murmured
from his coat lapel.
APPLE SAUCE.
HORSK-RADISH
CREAM
"Never, sweetheart!" declared Tom
The following makes a delicious ac- stoutly.
"But, dear, she persisted, iilf— mind,
companiment for roast pork or duck:
Stew six sour apples and run through a I say if—if some morning the steak
be burned and the coffee cold,
to
ehould
and
colander. When cold
ready serve,
add two heaping tableepoonfuls of grat- and you were tempted to be just a bit—
ed horse-radish; add double the amount just a teeny wee bit cross, what would
of whipped cream which has been slight- you do?"
She looked up into his face anxiously,
ly sweetened, and eerve.—Ex.
and he felt that his reply must be one
moAn Attractive Window Decoration. that would reassure her. After a
ment's thought be exclaimed triumphAmong pretty and picturesque window antly, "I'd go down town and get my
decorations, I have found the sweet-po- breakfast."
tato vine one of the most satisfactory.
The foliage is more abundant than upon Libel Suit Caused by a Comma.
most other vinee; the growth in good
"Some lawsuits of the highest imsoil is rank and sturdy, while the color
have hinged upon the right
of the leaves is rarely other than a tine, portanceof a
comma," said Judge F. C.
placing
to
tbe
restful
is
which
most
green,
deep
Downing of St. Louis.
eye. It is well to start the vines before
"When I first started to practice law
very cold weather, but this is not im- a Missouri editor came to me in a peck
perative. The most luxuriant vine I of trouble to defend him against a threatever raised was started in midwinter.
ened libel suit growing out of faulty
I found the best results by using a
punctuation. He had not meant to give
twelve-inch pot filled half full of tbe some
innocent young women the slightvery best old barnyard compost and leaf- est offence when he wrote a story about
rewith
the
mold, thoroughly mixed,
two young men who went with their
mainder clear sand. The sweet potato
girls to attend a lecture and after they
likes a sandy soil and can, when it
left, the girls got drunk. Putting that
the
into
its
send
roots
chooses,
deep
miserable little comma out of its right
mold.
place did the work, as it made the girls
One good-sized, healthy looking potathe ones who became inebriated instead
Place the
ό will furnish many vines.
of their escorts. I managed by proper
tuber in sand in a window near the fire.
diplomacy and the publication of a neat
It will soon throw out etrong shoots
apology to stave off the damage suits,
which, when well-rooted, may readily be and afterward my editorial friend
• letached and
potted. Be sure that the became an expert on punctuation."
sand becomes quite dry before you attempt to remove the shoots. By this
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the most
means, all of the fine roots may be saved obstinate
coughs and expels the cold
and tbe plant will at once begin growing from the
system as it is mildly laxative.
The tuber itself need not be disturbed, It is
guaranteed. The genuine is in the
if only three or four shoots are wanted
yellow package. For sale by all drugat tbe time, but may grow indefinitely,
gists.
furnishing vines for several households.
one
side
at
run
off
let
the
sand
"The tailor said this coat ought to
Merely
while detaching the shoots wanted for give me good service for a hundred
that potting.
years," said the man who looks for
A well-rooted, growing vine makes a bargains.
very pretty and welcome present for an
"Humph!" rejoined Sirius Barker.
invalid, or is an addition to a collection "What's the material? Asbestos?"
already started.—Ex.
Tins MAY INTEREST YOU.

Teddy Bear
popularity of

Effects.

the Teddy bear is
causing trouble in the furniture business.
It seems a far cry from the ubiquitous
little animal to the upholstered parlor
set, but there is really an intimate connection beween tbe two. While the
plush skin of tbe Teddy bear is by no
means identical with the plush used for
upholstering the same 'machine is used
for making both. The enormous de·
nand for the bearskin plush the last year
or two has kept these machines so busy
that comparatively little furniture plush
has been turned out. The consequence
is that the latter material ie scarce and
high, the price having gone up almost 30
What is called fur cloth of all
per cent.
kinds has become higher because of the
Teddy bears.
The

Here is a plan that has been tried with
'success for cleaning and pressing skirt·:
Brush them first, then whisk off with a
clean brush dampened in ammonia and
warm water.
Any etain can be removed
if rubbed out at once with a mixture of
equal parts of ammonia, alcohol and
water. After the skirt is thoroughly
Mr. Asklt—Do yon think marriage is a cleansed, brushed and dried, lay it on
failure?
tbe pressing table or board, pin each
Uni. De Vorsay—No; meiely a tem- plait down in its proper fold, cover the
skirt with a piece of dark woolen goods,
porary embarrassment.
which has been previously dampened,
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE. and then press.
La Qrippe coughs are dangerous as
Much use i« made of smooth cloths,
they frequently develop into pneumonia.
Foley'· Honey and Tar not only stops and it is expected that as the season adthe cough but heals and strengthens the vances plain colors are to be very populongs so that no serions results need be lar.

No one is immune from kidney trouble,
just remember that Foley's Kidney
Cure will stop the irregularities and cure
any case of kidney and bladder trouble
that is not beyond the reach of medicine.
For sale by all druggists.
bo

She—George, dear,

do you know that
Mr. Sampson asked me last night to be
his wife?
He—The impertinence of proposing to
unengaged young lady! What did you

lay?

She—I told him that I was very sorry,
indeed, but he was too late.
SPECIAL

ANNOUNCEMENT

RE-

GARDING THE NATIONAL PURE
FOOD AND DRUG LAW.

We are pleased to
ley's Honey and Tar

announce tbat Fofor coughs, colds
ind lung troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drug Law as It
contains no opiates or other harmful
irugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adulte. For
tale by all druggists.

"Did your daughter inherit her talent
for drawing?"
"Well, I never thought of It before,
Jut it may be that she did. One of my
Drothers Is a dentist."

The editor of the Memphis, Tenn.,
•Times" writes: "In my opinion Foley's
Eloney and Tar la the best remedy for
soughs, colds and lung trouble, and to

Foley's
ny own personal knowledge
Eloney and Tar has accomplished many
been
llittle
that
have
cures
permanent
Feared. The genuine Foley's Honey and
Refuse any but
1 ihort of marvelous."
in
is
favored
finish
still
brilliant
The
in
and
ia
Γατ contain· no harmful drug·
&e genuine In the yellow package. For
Refuse aubatitutea.1 broadcloth, and the effort is to have M
ι

yellow package.
Sold by all druggleb.

I Alicia's

satiny

a

fabrlo

as

poaalble.

1 tale

dj all

druggists.

penetrate

Platonics.

A

By BEATRICE BENNETT.

||>
g

Copyright. 1907. by P. C. Ewtment.

;

But nn ordinary mortal cannot
exterior."
so dazzling an

"No.

observed Corrigrin.
Alicia looked Impatiently across the
Inrgreen. Somehow she was ont of

tnony with the afternoon—disappointed
In—In heraeir perhaps.
Corrlgan turned to her quite suddenly. "See here, Alicia, do you like

anything

better than

Platonic friends)

else?"

"Yes." she said, but the syllable did
Deep dowu In lier own heart every not carry conviction.
husbands, for In"Better than
woman has a pet theory. It may have
—

been

exploded

a

number of times to

her apparent satisfaction, but eecretly
and with faiuinlne Inconsistency she

rllngs to It.

...

Alicia had such a theory, but she did
not keep It burled in bo inaccessible a

dungeon as the bottom of her heart.
Indeed, she wore It ou her sleeve. Tt
was her favorite theme of discourse,

aud the
more

more

it

persistently

was

disproved

the

did she revive It and

champion It.

And It must be admitted that Alicia
friends at least took particular delight In discussing her theories with
her and promptly proceeding to disprove them, to that young woman s
outward disgust and secret satisfacmen

hobby was platonlcs
cifically, platonlc love.
tion.

Her

spe-

••It has been proved to me concluargued Alicia, with delight u
confidence, as flanked on one skitby
the ample person of Richard Corrlga
and on the other by her squatty little
dachshund Pretzel she strolled toward
the great stoue garden seat near the

sively

sundial.

"Yes."

companion replied
...

her

mirthful little laugh.
"And yet I have known you-how
long is it?"
"Seven months." promptly.
"And you ride your hobbyhorse at
least every other time I see you," he
said, not without marked Intent.
Alicia assumed a wholly unsuccessful air of hauteur.
"Oh, I beg your
pardon. I'm very sorry I've bored you.
I shall avoid the topic in future, she

said distantly.
"Not at all, my dear Alicia. I assure you It rather amuses me." nrgued
Corrigan. observing her aggrieved attitude with little discomfort to himself
"In fact, 1 don't know when
any one subject has-kept me interested
for so long a time."
"Indeed!" The comment was pregnant with feeling.
It was the first time Alicia s self
styled philosophy had beeu so derided,
and it nettled her.
"I should be apt to accept that as a
compliment," ventured Corrigan. He
had lieen watching her pull a crimson
rambler to pieces aud scatter it over
her tiny white shoes.
Apparently she hud not heard.
"I suy, Alicia," he persisted.
"When you are ready to open a subject that may be of more Interest than
any 1 am able to suggest I shall be
clad to talk to you." she said Icily.
Corrigan smiled broadly, but surreptitiously. Had Alicia seen him thus
amused he would have been left with
only the crimson ramblers for compan-

ions.
"But. upon my worn, Alicia, ι am interested," he said earnestly. "I've never been so absorbed In a study iu my
life. Why. my dear girl, If It weren't
for my—mj· belief In platonlc love I
might never have known you so well."
Alicia confronted him with a half
smile that, even In Its semlcompletlon.
was most attractive.
"That's the Irish In you, Dick! You
always manage to say something that
will make .he worst case of 'mad' turn
to Joy," she said, removing her big
droopy hat and dangling It by the
"That's one reason why I
strings.

love to be friends with you."
"Then it is true that God Is good to
the Irish," he laughed, and, subtle as It
waB, Alicia extracted the compliment
and beamed good nature on him again.
"You see. Dick," she began as If she
were commencing a fairy story to an
incredulous child. "It Is so—well, It Is
such a tremendous comfort to be Just
friends with a man."
"Yes," said Dick readily, "I'm friends

with several."
"Silly! I mean for a girl. She can
go about with him, ask him to do this
and that for her and feel that she Is
not putting herself under obligation—
If she's only friends with him, whereas, if he's in love with her, he expects
marry

him

and—and

it

Just

spoils everything!"
"I'm Jolly glad I'm not sentimental,"
said Corrlgan with a purpose if without

veracity.

"Then It's only
closer.
"Of course," she

stepped

"You'd have banished me

long ago."

"You can have sentiment without be-

ing sentimental," she hastened to explain." And for some reason or other a
flush stained her cheeks, and her eyes
drooped.
"It's Just as clear as—as mud." Corrlgan laughed In spite of his efforts to

theory?"

Corrlgan

replied, looking

Into his now earnest eyes,

"Listen." he said softly,

up

"Couldn't

one
you be platonic friends with every
else but me, Alicia?"
She did not reply, but one by one
the petals of her rose tumbled down
her frock.
"Couldn't you?" Ills big voice was

let me tell you I like you better than
all the rest. I like you better than I
I—I Just hoped
could a mere friend.
and hoped you wouldn't agree with
me. Dick."
"It's with Plato I disagree."

DICK AND

ΓΗΕ GIANT.

The Moral of Thi· Story Teaches Kindness to t'ie Helpless.
Dear little Dick!
ture he

was!

What a gay créa
IIu used to go singing

too sad to sing. The giant grew
and, grabbing Dick in his
enormous hand, he squeezed the life
out of little Dick.
Dick was a bird, and the giant was
a

cruel

boy.—Philadelphia Ledger.
Nonsense—A Game.

Any numl>er of persons may sit In

η

circle and make a comical sentence by
each furnishing one part of speech.
Let one l>egin by whispering to his
neighbor on the left an article; the latter whispers to his left hand neighbor
an adjective, and then In turn the

whisper in like manner a
singular, a verb, a number, an
adjective and a noun plural. Each in
order then tells the word given him.
and a senteuce is thus formed, for instaure, "The solemn grasshopper ate
gleefully forty-three infuriated lobothers

sters."
The parts of speech may be varied to
suit the players.

the cellar, for that Is the hypogoutu.

Ask any arc hitect you know, and he
will tell you that a hypogeuni In architecture Is that part of a building that
is below the level of the ground. Including cellars, vaults, and so forth.

of a State's Name.
Rhode Island was perhaps named
after the Ithoades family, one of whom,
Zachary Ithoades, was commissioner
for Providence in 15US.

Origin

Good New· For the Forest Folk.
U*.

f

ir-.M,

¥1V V.

■y'wWPBI

be despised." pouted Alicia.

centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

ELLIS P. RUSSELL, late of Sumner, -le
ceased; llrst and llnal account presented for al.
lowance by Lottie M. Ruesel', administratrix.
HERBERT L. SWIFT, late of l'art», de.
erase I ; llrst and llnal account presented for al
lowjnce by Aunle L. Swift, administratrix.
M ERTON E. GENTLEMAN of Porter, minor;
second account presented for allowance by
R< Ilance C. Llbby, guardian.
LIVONIA MURDOCH, late of C'henoa, Mil
nols, deceased: petition for determination of
collateral Inheritance lax presented by Charlei

8,125,716 Rheumatics
in United States

Can All Be Cured

by Uric-O.

II. Prince, executor.

ALBION E. BRADBURY, late of Canton,
for allow
deceased ; second account
by Ityron C. Walte, administrator witli the

If Rheumatism continue:» to spread as It hue Id
the past few yearn, tt would seem ae though we
woultl before long bicorne a nation of cripples.
The terrible destructlvenesa of this disease Is

presented

ance

will annexed.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hxi
been iluly appointed administrator of the
estate of
SA Μ Λ NTH A B. HORR, late of Lovell.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and gl
liondsas the law directs. Ail person* having
demands against the estate of said deceased sre
:
desired to present the same for settlement,
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
JOSIAH N. HORR.
Jan. 21st, lung.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has I teen duly appointed administrator of trie
estate of
ANSEL BEAN, late of W'aterford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, Ud
All personiiondsasthe law directs.
demands against the estate of -ail dc< η·ι
desired to present the same for settlement, m l
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay.
mcnt Immediately.
ALBERT B. BEAN.
Jan. 2let, I'.*».
1

->

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give* notice that ho
has hcen duly appointed executor of the i-t
will and testament of
BETSEY KNIGHT, late of Sweden,
All perr >nt
in the County of Oxford, deceased
having demands against the estate of said le
ceased are desired to present the same for settle
mcnt, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make pavaient immediately
EDWIN U. KNIGilT.
Jan. Slat, 190$.

* sketch and description may
whether an
quickly ascertain our opinion freeCommunicaInvention h probably patentable.
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patente

Anyone tending

lent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
I'atent* taken through .Mmm & Co. receive
iptclal notice, without charge, lu the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. largest circulation of any sclentiflc Journal. Terms, 93 a
year; four months. fL. Sold by all newsdealers.

NOTICE OK FORKCLOHI'RE.

& Co.3e,Bro»^ New York
MUNN
Branch Office. 625 F Bt, Washington. D. C.

WHEREAS, Emily E. McCrelili, of W ,,!
-1
u. In the County of Oxford and State f
Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated tiic thlrtl· η
day of March, A. D. 1'ΌΛ, and recorded In ·>χ
ford Registry of Deeds, hook 388, page 16S,
veyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel
of land, with the buildings thereon, situât· I at
North Woodstock, In Woodstock aforesaid,
known as the Abby W. Packard stand, contin
».

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

ing one-half acre of lan I more or UM
whereas the condition of said mortgage ha- bCCfl
broken, now therefore, by reason of the brea·
of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure f
said mortgage.
Woodstock, Maine, Jan. 2.'·, 11)08.
EDNA J. JUDKINv
4-6

—

Carpets

Wool

NOTICE OF FORECLOM RE.
WHEREAS, Dexter A. Cummlng* of Λ1 ai
In (In' County of Oxfonl ami State of Malnr.
his mortgage deed, dated the nineteenth dav if
■lune, Ι&ΐ, :»η·1 recorded In the oxford Regi-trof Dlad·, book -l">. page SM, conveyed to ■
French a certain parcel of real estate situât*!
w»
In said Albany and dcr-erllied as !..
■"<nitli«'i 1 y portion of what wa* formerl.
I.eonanl t.ummlngs homestead, being the f.n .e
premises <lee<le<l by John (irover 10 Ol
Foster, by ileeil dated the fourteenth
September, 18«}, recorded In Oxford Hegl»tr.,
hook -04, page AJO, and dee<led by the fall
Ordecla Foster to sabl Dexter A. Cummlr.gs ν
deed dated the nineteenth day of June, LAB)
whereas the said Amos French, on the nlnt
of December, b'.»1·, made au assignment of c e
above described mortgage to Anna K. (
mlngs, which assignment I- reconled la
registry, book -Jl."», pageXM; and whereas the >
f
Anna K. Cummlng* on the seventh day
October, 1907, made an assignment of
mortgage to me, the underpinned, which assign
ment I* recorded In sal.I rcgl«try, book
189; and whereas the condition of sai l mortgve
has been broken : now, therefore, by reason if
the breach of the condition thereof, I claln a
foreclosure of said mot traite.
January 1 TtI:, 1909.
Λ LBION LEONARD CCMMI.Nlo
4-ti

odd patterns and clean

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

KILLthe couch

and

CURE

THE

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
WIIEREA·8, Dexter A. Cuminlng* of A1'
in the ( ounty of Oxford and State of M

LUNCS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
CSlds18

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

1

NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given that ALBERT C.
Κ Λ M Κ S of Bethe', Maine, has maile application
to the State Hoard of liar Kxatnlncr* for examination for admission to the liar at the next seeeton of the Boa η I to lie beld at Bangor on the
llrst Tuesday of February, 1908.
JOHN Β. Μ Λ DIG AN.
Secretary of the Board.

NOTICE OF FORECLONt RE.

WIIKREAS, Dexter A. Curatnlng* of Albai.
y
In the County of Oxfonl and Mate of Maine,
ni* mortgage deed, dated October -i. IW
recordedln Oxfonl Registry of Deed», book J
page 3*9, conveyed to I'hebe Atkins a certain
parcel of reaLeetate situated In said Albany anofI
described aa follows: The southerly part
whit was formerly the Leonard CUfl
homestead and being the name premises conve
sd by Ordecla Footer to Dexter a. Cummin*»,
hy deed dated June 19, lf8S, reconled In Mid
registry. book 217, page <>7; and whereas the
ibove -aid mortgage was assigned to William A
Holt by Henja" Γη llealev, residuary Irell

STATE OF ΪΤΙΛΙΝΕ.
COUNTY OF OXFORD,

β».

To the Honorable Ju-tlce of the Supieme Judl.
ctal Court next to lie hoMen at Carls within
ami for the said County of Oxford on the
second Tuesday of Marrh, A. D. l'W8:

Hespectfullv K' |>ri scots, F>lwln G. Dudley of
Hebron, In said County and Stut<\ that he wan
lawfully married to Ina M. Du llev, then Ina M
Jordan, at said Hebron, on the llfth day of \ prll,
A. D. 190Î, Ujr Kev. I.ewls II. Clark, a inlnl>t--r
of the Gospel; that they lived together ax husband and wife at Hebron, afore-ald, from the
date of their said marring'1 until the twenty Il f rt
day of October, Λ. D. I!»U; that your libellant
lian always conducted himself an it true ;md

•aid I'hebe Atkins, which assignment Is dated
and re-onlcu In said registry,
xiok », page S; and whereas the said VV I.Hani
Holt assigned said murtirage h ν lit* deed of
ksslgnment dated January Jl, 1905. and recorded
η aald registry, book 2fW, page375, to Anna K.
.'inntilings; and whereas the said Anna Κ
'umm'ng» assigned «aid mottyage to me. the
intersignal, by her asslgi ment dated Octol-er
1, 1907, and recorded In said registry, book
•age 171; anil whereae the condition of Mid
nortgage has been broken : now, thercreforc. by
-eason of the breach of said condition, I claim a
oicelosure of said mortgage.
January 17, 19» w.
β
ALBION LEONARD CUMMISt.S

'eptember ΐ7, Γ.·»4,

faithful husband toward thei<ald Ira M Dudley,
but that she, the said Ina M. Dudler. on the -aid
2Mh day of October, l'J03, utterly dtseite
jour
libellant, without cause, and that "aid utter desertion has continued since that date being more
than three consecutive years next prior to the
flllng of this libel for divorce; That the resl
■lence of said Ina M. Dudley Is unknown to your
libellant and cannot be ascertained by reasonWherefore he prays that a diable diligence.
vorce may be dccreed to him for the cause

—Youth's Companion.
A Pert Young Codfish.
The codfish had a roguish eye

And stories loved to tell
Of wondrous doings in the sea
And on the land as well.
Bo long as he could spin a yarn.
He didn't care a Jot
If those who listened to his tale·
Believed hie word or not.

"You do not weigh your word· enough,'
Said Mother Cod one day;
"I really am ashamed of you—
8uch foolish things you say!"
The codllah loved to crack a joke.
As well as telling tales.
Said he, "Why. I am sure I do—

I weigh them with my scale·!"

In every affair consider what preset and what follow· and then on-

lertgke it—Eplctetua.

.ir.·.

his mortgage deed, dated June 4, l»'.d.
corded In toe Oxford Registry of Deedi,
iii, page W>, conveyed to Luc'mla Cole a certain parcel of real estate situated In sal I Λ I ί: y
and described a» follows: The southerly r r
tion "f what wan formerly the Leooai1 ι
tilings homestead and hclng the same
conveyed to sad Dexter A. CummlngOrdecla Foster, by her deed dated June Γα !-■·
recorded In said registry, book 217, page »-7
and whereas the above said mortgage wasigned to me, the undersigned, Ijy Auiiu>i V
■->'
Kstes, admlnl-tratrlv ol the estate of
I»!·
l.uelnda Cole, which assignment U
December ι-, 1907, and recorded in aald reg
book ÎB5, page 194; and whereas the con It; η
now. t
■ •f aald mortgage has been broken
fore, by rea-on of the breach of the eon.lit
a
I
foreclosure
of
aald
raortga.
thereof, claim
January it. 1906
4-β
AL BIOS LEONARD CUM MINUS

w,th

FOR

·-

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the .-t
will and testament of
REBECCA JANE BICKNELL,
late of Hartford.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All per- r.«
having demands against the estate of sai
it e
ceased are desired to present the same for
inent, and all Indebted thereto are nqn
msks KHvment Immedlatclt-.
W. Ε BICKNEM
Jan. Jlst, 1'JOH.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

stone seat, lie had not moved. And
right here it might be observed that
Alicia always selected picturesque settings for her discourses. The old garden. shady and secluded, breathing romance and the fragrance of roses, was
Ideal—for platoulcs.
"Alk-ia," related Dick when hie

:o

guardian.
LIVONIA MURDOCH, late of Chenoe, 1111.
nols, deceased; drrt an I llnal account présenté!
for allowance by Charles II. Prince, executor.

Desirable Residence for Sale.

Chas, F, Ridlon,

Corrlgan l>egnn to whistle very softly to himself while the small Dutch
dog eyed him accusingly.
"Alicia," said Corrigau's deep voice
fondly from the depths of the great

"Perhaps that's what I admire in
fou, but somehow I doubt It."
"My mental powers are not wholly

thereupon

ETHEL L. ELLINGWOOD et al», minors, of
are the standard family remedy.
Upton; petition for license to sell and convet
At your dealers, 3Rr.
real estate presented by Isaac it. EIMngwood,

to close out
A Curious Word.
A curious word and quite nn unup stock.
usual one Is "hypogeuni," says the f'hlcago News. If you tell some credulous
friend that you have one at home he
will not know whether you mean a musical Instrument or an animal like a
hippopotamus, and perhaps he may
gladly accept your Invitation to go with
you and see it. When you reach your
house take him down and show him

calling
Influence.

et wisely.

for the action

They

noun

(hp until ImiwriiHvolv oe It
ner dog nom a contaminating

He lived R. C."
In spite of herself Alicia dimpled.
'It was beauty'of mind, mental excelencies. that he admired," she remark-

«

was

"

"This old guy. Plato"— he was beas he walked toward her.
"Dick!"
Her glance and tone froze the words.
"I'm
sorry." he said contritely.
"But. Allclu, I wonder if he ever knew
(he most beautiful woman iu the
world?
I wonder If he could have
been with her almost dally for seven
mouths? And yet. no, how could he?

presented

People who use "L. F." Atwood's
Bitters regularly, never suffer the sicknesses that come from a deranged system.
Stomach, liver and bowels and JOHN FARRINGTON, JIC late of Lovell, le.
for probate thereof
blood are kept in a condïtion of perfcct ceased; will ami petition
presented by Cyrus K. Chapman, the executor
healthfulncss by this useful mcdicine. therein named.

furious,

she rose abruptly from the stone seat
and walked over to the balustrade
with her back toward him. "Come,

ginning

1906.

MI have used the true 'L. F.' Bitters
for constipation and dizziness and received much benefit from them, being
almost entirely cured from dizziness,
with which I was greatly afflicted before I used the Bitters."
F. L. Strout

treatment lu the world that will cure you permawoods rang with his music.
(Jrlc-O cures by Its diami thoroughly.
There was a clear brook running nently
rect action on the muscles, blood and kidneys.
and
Dick
the
woods,
stoojied
through
It seeks out the polsouous Uric and Rheumatic
down to drink of Its refreshing waters, Acid ami drives It from the system anil it Is only
from
be
seized
was
when, lo.
suddenly
a treannent of such a nature that will ever cure
behind and found himself in the hand* Kheumatlsin. Liniments and plasters only serve
to drive It from one pot to another. They never
of a fierce, ugly looking giant.
Tiie poor little captive tried hard to cure Rheumatism, because It Is primarily a blood
and until the blood Is cleared from tlu>
get away, but lUe giant held him tight lleease,
a cure cannot take place.
until lie reached his home, ami Dick poison
You can test Urlc-O free of charge If you wish,
shivered when he saw the huge struclust cut out this advertisement and send It to the
ture, with no trees nor flowers near it. Smith
Urug Co., 285 Smith Kldg Syracuse, Ν. V.,
Dick wondered whether the giant together with your name and the name of your
was going to kill him. but before he
lrugglst. They will give you an order on him
had time for further thought he was for a T.Vcent bottle free, which you can test and
thrust into a prisonlike room, barred ;ry to your own satisfaction.
Urlc-O Is sold and personally recommended In
on all sides to prevent his gettiug out.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co, South
Dick grew sadder and lonelier as he South I'arls by F.
4-5
Me.
thought of Ills own pretty home, his I'arls,
companions, the sunlight, the trees anil
the good things he hail to eat. At such
times he screamed and beat himself
against the iron walls, but only succeeded In bruising himself.
One day the Kiaut came, and, poking
a stick iuto Dick's prison, he cried
"Sing! Sing! Sing!" But poor Dick

actions and your whole attitude
toward me that you agree with me,
but Just to amuse yourself you make
fun of me. I'm sure you like me." she
went on, "Just as I like you. or you
wouldn't seek me out and want to be
with me day after day. as you do. and
that—that very fact proves to me that
you are in sympathy with my own attitude. We are friends, and you know
it," she declared challengingly. Then

prevailed.

31,

been

ly

own

first effort gained no response.
With studied reluctance ihe turned
her head.
"I'd like to ask a few questions," he
said, still somewhat indifferently.
"I'll be glad to answer them."
The frigidity of her tone moved Corrlgan almost to the point of turning up
his coat collar, but his better Judgment

Steep Falls, Me., July

having

hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Orukeeh:
That notice thereof be given to all person* in.
tereste J, by causing a copy of this order to 1*
published three weeks successively In attb« Or
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
Souti
Part*, In said County, that they may appear at ι
Probate Court to be held at said Pari», on
the third Tuesday of February, A. L>. I'.»*), at |
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.
FRANK E. HOW K, late of Fryeburg, deceased; petition that Zetta B. Howe or some
other suitable person be appointed as admtnli.
trator of said estate presented by said Zetta B.
Howe, widow.
ALBERT M. YATES, late of Paris, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Rhoda 8. Yates, the executrix therein named.

about nearly all day. for be was al
ROZILLA HEALD, late of Buckfleld, de
Almost nine out ceased
on every able of us.
; petition for order to distribute balar, e
ways merry. One day Dick went off to apparent
of ten of the clippies one meets hu<t their atlllc- remaining in hi* hands presented by Washltig
take a ramble in a large forest at some
How many ton ileald, administrator.
tlon brought on by Rheumatism.
distance from home. He had often thousands more there are that are hopelessly
WILLIAM RIDLON, late of .Sweler, <ie
drst and dnal account preeenti d for a],
been on the edge of the forest, but It bed-rldcn and whom we never see. Rheumatism, ceased;
lowance by Jesse L. Rldlon, executor.
of the «llsease, can never
nature
the
from
to
very
was
afraid
that
he
dark
looked so
CYRUS C. 8PAULDING, late of BuckfleM,
cure Itself an<l If neglected Is bound to grow
deceased ; second account presented for allow
enter. But Dick was more merry than
If you ever have any ance
worse rather than better.
by Benjamin Spauldlng, trustee.
usual on this day, for the sun shone so twlngee of Kheiimstlsin, go to the druggist and
ADDISON E. IIERR1CK, Judgeof said Court.
Rheunew
brightly and the flowers looked so love- get a bottle of Urlc-O, the wonderful
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Regleter.
that he sang and whistled till the matic Specific. It will cure you and It Is the only

be serious.
Alicia's eyes flashed.
"See here. Dick Corrlgan, I believe
you are making fun of me. Deep down
in my own heart I know from your

Prptwl

Stopped his
Dizziness

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homeAARON O. CORBETT, late of Parie, de.
out of pertooal
stead situated in South Paris village, ceased ; petition for allow ance
estate presented by Nancy D. Cot belt, widow
finished, hot· water heat
thoroughly
JIOZ1LLA IIKaLD, late of Buckrtel !,
v'ibrant with emotion.
and all modern equipments attached, cease·! ; llrst account presented for allowance \,j
"I—I might." she admitted, "but first
Heald, administrator.
Washington
and
ell
stable,
a two story house,

in

But
doubtful acquiescence, "to you.
how about the other fellow? Was he
convinced?"
,
"Dick, how silly! Who ever heard of
nlntonlc love that wasn't platonlc on
both sides? How little you know of
the subject!" scofTed Alicia with a

her to

stance?"
Alicia's color deepened. Things were
more interesting after all.
"I never had one," she laughed, and
her voice was a little tremulous.

ΡΒΟΒΛΤΕ NOTICE·.
Το âll persona Interested In either of the Iiui«
hereinafter umed :
At a Probâte Court, held at Pari·, In an,]
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
January, In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following mau«r
nine hundred and eight.

NOTICE OF FORECLONt RE.
WHEREAS, Dexter A. Cummlngs of Albany,
j η the County of Oxford and State of Maine, by
alleged.
il» mortgage deed, dated April Sib, I8y«. and re
Dated at Parts, aforesaid, this 11th day of
anted In Oxford Registry, book ift0, pag·· .Vfl,
January, Α. D. l'.stt.
a certain pire· 1
onveyed to Anna K.Cummlngs,
EDWIN G DUDLEY.
< if real estate situated In
salil Albany and <le·
lleln/ a part of lot nlr e (9
crlbcd as foil >ws
ange four (4), bounded on the north and west
STATE OF MAINE.
>y the Church lot and land of Η. Ο Wilbur; on
OXFORD, 88.
January 11,1908.
he northeast by land of U. L. Cole; on the east
I'ersonady appeared the above named Edwin ty land of Rllla V. I.abroke, and on the south
oath
that
the
and
made
G. Dudley
foregoing iy county load, being the same premises con
statement as to the residence of sa'd Ina M.
eyed to said Dexter A. cummlngs by Ordecla
Is
true.
\><-tcr. by her deed dated June 19th, 18SS, re
Dudley
orded In said registry, book-.'17, page 4K7, an I
Before me,
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
ielng now occupied by said Dexter A. Cum·
Justice of the Peace.
ulngs as his homestead ; and whereas the »ald
Ltina K. Cummlrgs, by her deed of asslgntnen',
onveyed said mortgage to me, the undersigned,
« aid Hsslirnment being dated October 4, lif'7. and
State ok Maine.
(skai.)
econled In said registry, book 295, page 17'', and
County ok Oxford, es :
rhereas the condition of said mortgage has iieen
Supreme Judical Court, In Vacation. )
roken : now, therefore, by reason of the breach
January 16, A. D. 1908.
Hereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Upon tiib Foheooino Libel, ORDERED,
January 17, 1903.
That the Libelant give notice to the said Ina M. 4 Ji
ALBION LEONARD CUMMINOS.
Dudley, Llbellee, to appear before the Justice
if our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
Parts, within and for the County of Oxford, on the
second Tuesday of March. A. D. 1908, by publishing an attested « opy of said libel, and this
»rder thereon, three weeks successively In the
or small store to rent in
Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In Parts,
In our County of Oxford, the last publication to τ
South Paris.
lie 30 days at least prior to said second Tuesday 1 )avis
>f March, 1908, that she may there and then In
at
iur said Court appear and show cause If any she
liave why the prayer of said Libelant should not
South Paris Savings Bank.
Ins granted.
0 L tf
A. R. SAVAGE,
Justice of the 8upreme Judicial Court.
;
A true copy of libel and order of court thereon.
Attest: CHARLES K. WHITMAN.Clerk.
PARKER'S
(Vright & Wheeler, attorneys for Libellant.
HAIR BALSAM
and beautifies the hair.
Prom·*** a luxuriant frurth
Never Falls to Restore Ο ray
Hair to Ita Toothful Color.
Cunt Ka.p d mast a hair ialiia(·
IOc.andH.OUat Dnmios
far ehUdrmm eafa, Miff. Mm —<«t—
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